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The rapid growth in technology of wireless communications has cleared the way for advanced 

features such as real-time video applications to be included on portable handheld devices. The 

ISO MPEG-4 video standard is emerging as the predominant format for these applications. In 

order to meet the stringent low-power requirements of battery-powered devices and keep up 

with the ever-evolving MPEG-4 standard, the computationally costly MPEG-4 algorithms 

must be implemented in software with maximum efficiency. This research is devoted to the 

analysis of the algorithms involved with the aim of facilitating an efficient, programmable 

MPEG-4 solution within a 60 Mcycle budget, for implementation on a multi-core, multi-

application, 3G cellular phone. The implementation will employ 16-bit telecom DSP’s, 

particularly the Infineon Carmel 10xx and 20xx processors, with dynamic reconfigurability as 

an enabling technology on the Carmel 20xx. 

 

Through analysis of the individual algorithms, dynamic reconfigurability is shown to facilitate 

significant reductions in the overall computational and data-memory requirements of the 

MPEG-4 video codec. A reduction in computational cost of approximately 20% was 

demonstrated for the typical operation of fully programmable MPEG-4 simple profile at level 

0, and level 1 video codecs. In addition, the memory requirements are also reduced by 33% 

from 344k words to 230k words. These reductions are a direct result of reconfiguring the 

Carmel 20xx as a highly parallel 8-bit processor using two proposed PowerPlug modules. 

Dynamic reconfigurability provides the performance required to enable a fully programmable, 

real-time, duplex MPEG-4 video application on a portable handheld device.  
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The rapid proliferation of portable handheld communication devices has led many vendors to 

incorporate additional features into their products, such as digital video and audio, to meet 

consumer demand. The ISO MPEG-4 standard is emerging as the predominant multimedia 

format for these handheld devices. The MPEG-4 standard is effectively a toolbox, providing a 

range of compression tools for video and audio that can be assembled by a system designer 

into any one of a large number of diverse applications.  

 

Although the MPEG-4 video standard allows pixel values to be represented by 4-12 bits, 8-bit 

video is by far the most common implementation. The digital audio parts of the standard, on 

the other hand, require precision on the order of 22-26-bits to be maintained during 

calculations to prevent error accumulation, necessitating 32-bit calculations on a standard 16-

bit processor.  

 

The advanced portable devices on which these features are emerging are based almost 

exclusively on second and third generation cellular-phone technology, and therefore rely upon 

standard 16-bit telecom digital signal processors (DSP’s). In order to meet the low-power 

requirements of modern devices, simply adding computational units to increase performance is 

not typically a viable solution. The DSP must be able to handle the 8-bit video, 16-bit 

telecommunications and 32-bit audio efficiently. This document is concerned only with the 

video component of the MPEG-4 standard, as much work has already been carried out on the 

audio components, which have been adopted from the established MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 

standards. 

 

The MPEG-4 standard, like most standards does not remain static. MPEG-4 was first 

standardised in early 1999, however work continued unabated on Version 2, which superseded 

Version 1 as the international standard in 2000. Work is still in progress on a number of 
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additions and modifications that will appear in the future. Although the updated versions of 

the standard are backward compatible, the changes often reflect feedback from the industry 

and therefore rectify any shortcomings of the standard, as well as providing new tools as the 

technology becomes available. 

 

In order for the applications to evolve and change with the standard, a largely programmable 

implementation is essential. The programmable parts of the implementation must encapsulate 

the elements of the standard that are likely to evolve, such as the advanced compression and 

filtering techniques. The option of dedicated hardware accelerators is available for the 

computationally expensive elements that are not likely to change, however by implementing 

as much of the standard as possible in software, the flexibility of the application is increased.  

 

Countering the advantages of a programmable implementation of the MPEG-4 standard is the 

available cycle budget. There are a limited number of cycles that can be dedicated to each 

application executed on a processor. Not only must large parts of the MPEG-4 encoder and 

decoder be implemented in software, but they must also be done within a specified number of 

cycles.   

 

Implementing MPEG-4 successfully on a standard telecom DSP for use in portable handheld 

communication devices requires the balancing of three factors, flexibility, efficiency and cycle 

cost. Dynamic reconfigurability is the technology that enables the minimisation of 

compromise in the design. A dynamically reconfigurable DSP provides the required 

performance while enabling flexible, programmable solutions capable of easily adapting as 

standards evolve. 
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This subsection provides a short discussion of the MPEG-4 video standard and cellular 

telephony, and how they have evolved into what they are today. A brief outline of the scope of 

the MPEG-4 standard is also presented.  

 

������ 03(*���
 

The Motion Pictures Experts Group MPEG-4 standard follows in the footsteps of its 

predecessors, MPEG-1 and -2. The development of MPEG-1 at the end of the 1980’s was 

prompted by the widespread success of the compact disc as a delivery medium, and vast 

improvements in video and audio compression technology. The standard allows moving 

pictures and audio to be stored on a compact disc or transmitted over T1 data circuits. MPEG-

2, which became a standard in 1995, introduced greater flexibility, but more importantly 

encompassed broadcast quality video [1].  

 

The digitisation of audio and video through MPEG-1 and –2, coupled with the infrastructure-

independent networking capabilities made possible by the Internet, are changing the 

relationship between humans and information.  The MPEG-4 standard has been designed to 

enable these two technologies to converge by extending the web paradigm to audio and video. 

 

In order to bring the interactive nature of the web to audio and video, the objects within a 

scene must be able to be manipulated or accessed by the user. This manipulation is where 

MPEG-4 differs significantly from the past standards. Rather than just representing a picture 

as a rectangular array of pixels, as in MPEG-1 and -2, MPEG-4 provides a standard way to 

encode the separate objects that compose a scene. Objects are “groups of pixels” that can be 

clustered into an entity and represent the components of a scene, such as a person, a car, and 

the background. Objects may be any arbitrary shape, but are encapsulated within a bounding 

rectangle. 
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MPEG-4 is an extremely versatile standard and as such, accommodates a broad range of tools. 

In order to economically implement specific applications, subsets of the entire toolbox must be 

used. For the systems, visual and audio parts of the MPEG-4 standard, subsets of the entire 

toolbox have been identified that can be used for specific applications.  These subsets, called 

‘profiles,’ limit the tool set that a decoder must be able to implement. At each profile, one or 

more ‘levels’ have been defined to restrict the computational complexity. A compliant decoder 

is required to be able to decode a valid bitstream at its specified profile/level, as well as any 

valid bitstream at a lower profile/level.  

 

The model for standardisation adopted by MPEG leaves room for considerable variety in 

implementation. The MPEG-4 standard describes various tools that can be used to perform the 

compression and gives examples as to how they may be implemented. MPEG-4 defines the 

syntax of a compliant bitstream and the ways that a compliant decoder must interpret a valid 

bitstream. An encoder is not explicitly defined in the standard; instead, a valid encoder is any 

device that produces a syntactically correct bitstream, resulting in the desired output when fed 

into a compliant decoder. This model creates a very powerful and flexible framework in which 

the implementing designer may customise the compression scheme to his or her specific 

needs.  

 

������ &HOOXODU�7HOHSKRQ\�
 

Personal digital communications technology has advanced rapidly over the last 10 years. 

Second-generation (2G) cellular telephones emerged in the mid 1990’s using the GSM (Global 

System for Mobile communications) standard. Based on time division multiple access 

(TDMA) technology, GSM can achieve peak data rates of up to 50kbps. The recently released 

2.5G cellular telephones rely on the GPRS (General Packet Radio Services) standard to realise 

data rates of 56-114kbps. Third-generation (3G) mobile telephones are expected to be 

introduced in significant numbers during 2002, with data rates of up to and possibly over 

2Mbps, using the UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) standard. This 
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excess capacity enables increases in functionality beyond just a simple phone, allowing the 

introduction of features such wireless transmission of and access to digital video and audio. 

 

���� 3ULRU�:RUN�
 

There is very little published work currently available on implementing the MPEG-4 video 

standard for portable use. As the standard is still relatively new and is specified in such a way 

as to encourage competition, potential vendors are releasing very little detail about their 

implementations. Essentially, three types of companies are interested in developing the 

MPEG-4 video standard for portable use, DSP manufacturers such as Texas Instruments and 

ARM, ASIC  (Application Specific Integrated Circuits) manufacturers like Toshiba and 

Emblaze Systems, and third party software developers including Emblaze Systems and Packet 

Video.  

 

DSP manufacturers are primarily interested in demonstrating that their products can support 

the video standard. Many have entered into partnerships with third party ASIC, and software 

developers to provide hardware-assisted implementations [2,3,4]. The available application 

notes and press releases from DSP manufacturers give vague references to total cycle counts 

and architectures employed, but reveal very little about the way in which the standard is 

actually implemented. There is a particular lack of detail regarding specific profile and level or 

other implementation assumptions made using this very flexible standard. Without these 

details it is impossible to compare different applications effectively. 

 

Several companies such as Toshiba and Emblaze Systems have offered complete MPEG-4 

video codecs on dedicated chips for some time. As these codecs are implemented on dedicated 

hardware, designed in-house or provided by a third party there are two factors to be 

considered. The power consumption of custom logic is generally less than that of the same 

application implemented in software on a core, however for portable handheld 

communications devices, the ASIC is likely to be used in conjunction with a core that is being 

fully utilised. In this case, the power consumption of the ASIC and the core is greater than that 
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of the core itself. The other factor that needs consideration is flexibility. Although dedicated 

hardware is specifically designed for an application and therefore is more efficient, it is much 

less flexible. Programmable solutions can be updated easily as the standard evolves by simply 

downloading a new program. Like manufacturers of embedded processors, producers of 

MPEG-4 ASICs are releasing very little detail about the way in which they implement the 

standard.  

 

Third party software developers have the most to lose by revealing the details of their product, 

and therefore keep very tight-lipped. As the software is not generally designed for specific 

platforms, cycle counts and performance data is scarce. These companies are also often 

restricted by their contractual agreements with clients. 

 

Although it is a rapidly growing area, very little useful information is available on 

implementing the MPEG-4 video standard on portable handheld communication devices. 

There is almost no published data on programmable, embedded solutions for 16-bit DSP’ s. 

This lack of data makes it difficult to draw comparisons between the products of different 

vendors. However, from what information has been released, the solutions available typically 

involve some degree of dedicated hardware processing in place of software. Hence, it appears 

that there are very few solutions that maximize software efficiency.   

 

���� 6XPPDU\�
 

With the rapid growth and advances in technology of the portable wireless communications 

market, additional features are being added to these devices to increase functionality beyond 

just a simple telephone. The MPEG-4 video and audio standards are emerging as the 

predominant multimedia formats for these applications. In order to meet the low-power 

requirements of modern devices, the 8-bit video must be implemented on a standard 16-bit 

telecom DSP efficiently, flexibly, and within a specified number of cycles. Dynamic 

reconfigurability is technology that will enable these goals to be met.  
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The rest of this document will discuss the MPEG-4 video standard and it’ s implementation on 

a DSP for use in portable handheld communication devices. The primary aim is to utilise 

dynamic reconfigurability to enable a standard 16-bit telecom DSP behave as a highly parallel 

8-bit processor in order to efficiently implement a largely software based MPEG-4 video 

codec. The MPEG-4 standard itself will be discussed in detail, along with the specific 

processor employed for the work. Analyses of the key computationally intense encoding and 

decoding algorithms are presented with results for both dynamically reconfigurable and non-

reconfigurable processors. The impact of the dynamic reconfigurability on the application is 

discussed in detail and suggestions made as to the method of implementation of the standard.  
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MPEG-4 is the third in a family of digital video and audio compression standards from the 

Motion Pictures Experts Group. The MPEG-4 standard, although incorporating a number of 

sophisticated features derived from the Internet, relies primarily on existing compression and 

filtering techniques that have been proven in digital video, audio and telecommunications over 

the last 20 years. This Chapter first describes the general techniques that are employed in 

many of the data compression schemes currently in use, and then focuses more specifically on 

the MPEG-4 video standard. 

 

���� *HQHUDO�&RPSUHVVLRQ�7HFKQLTXHV�
 

Compression is the science of reducing the amount of data used to convey information, and 

relies on the fact that information by its very nature is not random, but exhibits order and 

patterning. By removing this underlying structure, the essence of the information can often be 

represented and transmitted using less data than would be needed for the original. The 

original, or a close approximation to it can then be reconstructed at the receiving point.  

 

The majority of successful data compression schemes that have emerged rely on the same 

basic techniques, even though the implementations may be quite different. In general, the first 

step in the compression scheme is to remove the underlying structure, leaving only the 

decorrelated information. Transforming the decorrelated information into another domain in 

which something is known about the organization of the data allows significant amounts of 

data to be discarded without appreciable loss in quality at the point of reconstruction. Finally, 

by employing a statistical model of the output of the preceding compression tools, run-length 

and variable-length coding can be utilised to reduce the average amount of data needing to be 

stored or transmitted.  
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Although the principles behind data compression are well understood and have been proven 

over the years, the compression standards that emerge are almost always ad hoc. The need to 

cover the widest range of possible applications and to incorporate new technology that 

emerges as the standard is being developed mean that bits and pieces are continually added 

and subtracted from the standards during the development and subsequent evolution. MPEG-4 

is no different to any other standards in this respect and the ad hoc nature of the standard must 

be kept in mind when analysing the compression algorithms. It is this ad hoc, evolving nature 

that makes programmable solutions attractive.  

 

���� 03(*���9LGHR�
 

Before analysing the MPEG-4 compression scheme in detail, an understanding of the 

components of a video sequence, the applications of the standard and the ways in which it may 

be implemented are required.  

 

������ 7KH�03(*���9LGHR�6HTXHQFH��
 

At its most basic level, a video sequence consists of individual pictures, or frames, being 

displayed in succession. A frame is a rectangular array of pixel elements, each of which is a 

digital sample of the colour intensity value of a picture at a single point. In standard block-

based video (ISO/IEC MPEG-1, MPEG-2), each frame is broken down into blocks of 16x16 

pixels, known as macroblocks, which tile the entire frame.  

 

The MPEG-4 standard has extended upon the block-based approach and allows the coding of 

individual, arbitrarily shaped objects within the frame [5,6]. Figure 2-1 highlights this 

difference, showing the same scene in both a block-based (MPEG-1, -2, -4) and object-based 

(MPEG-4 only) coding approach. Note the grouping of the individual objects making up the 

scene. 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 2-1 Comparison of (a) block-based and (b) object-based video coding [7]. 

 

Within the MPEG-4 object-based coding scheme, a video object plane (VOP) is equivalent to 

a frame in block-based video. A VOP is a video object split into macroblocks within a 

bounding rectangle at a specific instant of time. One or many VOP’ s constitute a scene. Figure 

2-1(b) shows 5 VOP’ s including the background. 

 

Video objects are encoded and decoded separately before being recombined into a scene at the 

decoder. This approach allows the user to manipulate and access each object separately, and 

also provides for content-based functionalities, such as scalability of quality. Object-based 

coding enables easier manipulation of the video stream and efficient compression at the cost of 

dramatically increased computational and conceptual complexity. However, as MPEG-4 was 

developed in part for web, as well as video transmission this functionality is an important 

enabler.  

 

The basic MPEG-4 object-based encoder-decoder sequence is depicted in Figure 2-2. Each 

scene is broken up into one or more VOP’ s, encoded, and multiplexed for transmission. At the 

decode side, the process is reversed and the original scene is recomposed from the individual 

VOP’ s. 
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Figure 2-2 Separate encoding and decoding of video objects [7]. 

 

It can be seen in Figure 2-1(b) that the bounding rectangle of an object is often significantly 

larger than the object itself, and can include elements of other objects. In order to prevent 

errors due to this overlap, an object shape description is introduced. The binary alpha plane 

(BAP) describes the shape of an object with a 1-bit matrix the same size as the bounding 

luminance rectangle. Pixels that constitute part of the object have value 1, while pixels outside 

the object are zero valued. A simple example of this is shown is Figure 2-3. The BAP is used 

in motion estimation and is transmitted with each VOP. 

 

 

Figure 2-3 Coding of arbitrarily shaped objects in MPEG-4: (a) VOP (b) Binary Alpha 
Plane.   

 

Colour is represented in video by three parameters, luminance, Y (intensity), and two colour 

difference (chrominance) values, Cb and Cr. These values are obtained by a transformation 
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from the tri-stimulus colour space of red, green and blue (RGB) using the transform defined in 

Equation (2.1) [1]. 

 

BGRCr

BGRCb

BGRY

×+×−×−=
×−×−×=

×+×+×=

886.0587.0299.0

114.0587.0701.0

114.0587.0299.0

   (2.1)  

 

In MPEG-4, the 4:2:0 format is employed where the Cb and Cr matrices are half the size of 

the Y matrix in both horizontal and vertical dimensions. For a group of 4 luminance blocks, 

one block of each Cb and Cr data must be included [5]. Figure 2-4(a) illustrates the 4:2:0 

structure, showing that the luminance is coded every pixel, but the colour difference is filtered 

to half the luminance resolution horizontally and vertically and is interpolated from the two 

left-hand most pixels of each 2x2 block. Figure 2-4 shows that for every 4 blocks of 

luminance values transmitted, 1 for each colour difference must also be transmitted. This 

approach is more efficient than coding the intensities for each of red, green and blue, as it only 

requires transmission of 1.5 macroblocks of data to represent each macroblock in full colour, 

rather than the 3 required otherwise. 

 

 

 
 

 Represent luminance samples   Represent chrominance samples 

  

Figure 2-4 The MPEG-4 macroblock: the coding order and spatial relationship between 
the luminance and chrominance samples [5]. 
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MPEG-4 is the current leading edge video standard although more advanced, MPEG-7 and 

MPEG-21, standards are in development. It combines the proven compression techniques 

outlined in Section 2.1 with the latest technology to efficiently encode and compress video 

sequences. The standard is applicable to a wide range of applications, some of which will be 

outlined in the next subsection 

 

������ 03(*���$SSOLFDWLRQV�
 

MPEG-4 has evolved significantly from its predecessors MPEG-1 and MPEG-2. It is designed 

for a wide range of applications, from interactive, wall size HDTV (High Definition 

Television) to handheld, slow-frame portable video devices [6]. The standard has been 

developed to allow the convergence of the two emerging information delivery technologies, 

digital broadcasting and the Internet. The MPEG-1 standard provides CIF quality video 

(352x288 pixels) and accompanying audio (sampled at 48kHz) at a bitrate of 1.5Mbps. 

MPEG-2 introduced greater flexibility, with tools for broadcast quality video (up to 

1920x1152 pixels) and interlace. MPEG-4 continues the evolution in this direction with the 

introduction of 3D objects and textures, but also takes a step towards interactivity and 

multimedia applications.  

 

As the digital video standards have evolved, the range of possible applications has increased 

dramatically. MPEG-4 provides a large number of tools that can be assembled by the designer 

into an equally large number of diverse applications. Table 2-1 illustrates the variation in 

complexity of some broad classes of application of the standard. It should be noted that 

moving right across the table will generally require increases in the number of objects present, 

frame rate and resolution, all adding to the complexity of the system.  
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Table 2-1 Some possible MPEG-4 applications and the tools required to implement them. 

�

������ 03(*���3URILOHV�DQG�/HYHOV�
 

For the systems, visual and audio parts of the MPEG-4 standard, subsets of the entire toolbox 

have been identified that can be used for specific applications.  These subsets, called 

‘profiles,’  limit the tool set that a decoder must be able to implement. At each profile one or 

more ‘levels’  have been defined to restrict the computational complexity. A compliant decoder 

is required to be able to decode a valid bitstream at its specified profile/level, as well as any 

valid bitstream at a lower profile/level.  

 

Portable handheld applications can currently only support simple tools and demand low 

bitrates. These requirements have been recognised by MPEG and consequently, simple 

profiles were created with this type of application in mind. The simple 2D scene graph profile 

Tools
Simple Portable 

Devices
Video 

Conferencing
Interactive 
Television

Virtual Reality 
Devices

AC/DC Prediction X X X X
Simple Quantisation X X X X
Basic Motion Estimation X X X X
Error Resiliance X X X X
Basic Rate Control X X X X
Text X X X X
Face and Body Parameters X X
Interlace X X X
Advanced Quantisation X X
Advanced Motion Estimation X X
Advanced Rate Control X X
Spatial Scalability X X
Temporal Scalability X X
2D Dynamic Mesh X X
3D Dynamic Mesh X

Increasing number of VOPs 

Increasing resolution 

Increasing frame rate 
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provides the elements necessary to place one or more audio-visual objects in a scene with no 

interaction capabilities. Table 2-2 shows the four levels currently defined for the simple 2D 

visual profile. The different levels of computational complexity required can be seen in the 

session size and maximum bitrate columns. The MPEG-4 standard contains a number of tables 

similar to Table 2-2 defining a large range of possible profiles and levels.  

 

Table 2-2 Selected Natural Visual Profiles @ Levels [8]. 

Visual Profile Level 
Typical Visual 

Session Size 

Max MBs per 

VOP 
Max Object s 

Max bitrate 

(kbit/s) 

Simple L3 
CIF 

(352x288) 
396 4 384 

Simple L2 
CIF 

(352x288) 
396 4 128 

Simple L1 
QCIF 

(176x144) 
99 4 64 

Simple L0 
QCIF 

(176x144) 
99 1 64 

 

 

For portable handheld devices such as cell phones, a simple implementation of the MPEG-4 

standard is required. Level 0 and level 1 of the simple profile shown in Table 2-2 are suitable 

for this application with low complexity and bitrates. Depending on the available cycle budget 

either of these levels may be selected, however level 0 requires substantially less 

computational resources to encode and decode with one VOP, as no shape information is 

required. Extending the video cell phone example, level 0 is particularly attractive given the 

low likelihood of complex image transmission, where multiple VOP’ s enhance the experience.  

 

���� 03(*���(QFRGH�
 

The encoding process consists of several phases during which an input video stream is 

converted to an MPEG-4 compliant bitstream for storage or transmission. Figure 2-5 shows a 

simplified block diagram of an MPEG-4 encoder, the major functions of which will be 
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outlined in this section. Not shown on the diagram are the pre-processing functions such as 

colour space conversion, scaling and anti-aliasing filters that are not part of the standard, not 

likely to evolve, and are therefore likely better handled with specific hardware.  

  

 

Figure 2-5 Schematic diagram of MPEG-4 encoder 

 

������ 9LGHR�2EMHFW�6HJPHQWDWLRQ�
 

The first stage of the MPEG-4 encoder is to separate each frame into the various component 

objects. In many cases this stage is bypassed and the entire frame is encoded as a single VOP, 

due to the computational complexity of frame segmentation. In the case where the frame is 

divided into multiple video objects, scene description data must also be generated and encoded 

so that the entire scene may be reconstructed at the decoder.  

 

Usually, the term segmentation denotes the operation aimed at partitioning an image or a 

video sequence into regions extracted according to a given criterion. In the case of video 

sequences, this partition should achieve the temporal coherence of the resulting sequence of 

object masks representing the video object. Different methods have been proposed for 

automatic segmentation of video sequences, based on either a spatial homogeneity, a motion 

coherence criterion or on joint processing of spatio-temporal. These algorithms are expected to 

identify classes of moving objects, according to some luminance homogeneity and motion 
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coherence criterion [5]. This identification relies on a combination of advanced techniques 

including motion estimation, morphological filters and watershed detection algorithms. The 

enormous computational cost of performing the automatic segmentation coupled with the 

often less than desirable results obtained with current technology means that the segmentation 

is frequently performed with the aid of human operators [5].  

 

������ )UDPH�5HRUGHU�
 

Frame reordering is required when bi-directional motion estimated frames (B-VOP’ s) are to be 

used. B-VOP’ s are predicted from both past and future frames, requiring a number of frames 

to be buffered and reordered in order to perform the motion estimation. This complicated form 

of motion estimation is only suitable for complex systems such as HDTV. For simple MPEG-

4 implementations such as cell phones, B-VOP’ s are not used, so frame reordering is 

unnecessary.  

 

������ 0RWLRQ�(VWLPDWLRQ�
 

Motion estimation is the primary method by which the underlying structure of the video 

sequence is removed. With the structure removed, a reduced amount of decorrelated 

information remains, as described in Section 2.1. In a typical video sequence there is a great 

deal of temporal redundancy between consecutive frames. Motion estimation takes advantage 

of this redundancy by predicting a given frame from a previous (reference) one, resulting in a 

significant reduction in the amount of data contained within each frame. There are a number of 

different motion estimation algorithms available with full-search block matching being 

conceptually the simplest. 

 

Figure 2-6 illustrates the full-search block matching motion estimation algorithm. Full-search 

block matching attempts to find the best matching position of a macroblock from the current 

frame, with a candidate macroblock located within a predefined search area of a previous 

frame. A candidate motion vector (CMV) describes each individual search position relative to 
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the original. The comparison between the macroblocks is generally made with a block 

distortion measure (BDM), such as the sum of absolute differences (SAD) between the pixels 

values in the two macroblocks. The best match is the macroblock for which the BDM is 

minimised. After the search procedure is complete, the motion vector (MV) represents the 

position of the best matching block, and the residual macroblock represents the differences 

between the pixel values of the actual and predicted macroblocks. 

 

Individual video objects may be coded separately in MPEG-4, in which case motion 

estimation is performed on each VOP independently. The object shape description for each 

VOP provided by the binary alpha plane is used in the motion estimation algorithm so that the 

resultant motion vectors represent the actual motion of the object, and do not include artifacts 

from other objects, or the background. The BDM is calculated only for pixels with non-zero 

alpha plane values. 

 

Figure 2-6 Full-Search Block-Matching Algorithm [7]. 
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Motion estimation introduces the need for different types of video object plane. The first 

frame in a sequence obviously cannot be predicted, so it must be coded entirely without 

reference to any other frame. A video object plane coded in this manner is called an Intra-VOP 

or I-VOP. When a VOP is predicted from a past image only, it is called a P-VOP. MPEG-4 

also allows for a bi-directionally predicted VOP, known as a B-VOP. A B-VOP is created by 

an interpolative prediction between previous and future images, so requires the reordering of 

frames in the encoder and decoder, adding significant complexity and a time delay. 

 

There are a large number of different motion estimation algorithms available. They can be 

broadly split into time and frequency domain algorithms, as shown in Figure 2-7. The 

complexity of the various algorithms differs greatly, but it should be pointed out that the 

decoder is oblivious to the method used as it receives only a motion vector and difference 

values. In asymmetrical systems where there are only one or a few encoders and many 

decoders, such as a broadcast system, it may be worthwhile to use a complex, computationally 

intensive algorithm to reduce the transmitted data as much as possible. For symmetric 

applications, such as portable communication devices where computational power is 

expensive, the algorithm should be as simple as possible.  

 

 

Figure 2-7 Classification of motion estimation algorithms [7]. 

 

Following motion estimation, only the motion vectors and residuals remain to represent a 

frame. In many cases, there will be no residual, requiring only the transmission of the motion 
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vector, while occasionally it is more efficient to transmit the macroblock without motion 

estimation. The MPEG–4 standard provides for both cases on a macroblock by macroblock 

basis. Hence, in a given frame any given macroblock may be either motion estimated or 

encoded in its entirety, depending on what is most efficient for transmission or storage.  

 

������ 'LVFUHWH�&RVLQH�7UDQVIRUPDWLRQ�
 

The discrete cosine transformation (DCT) does not provide any compression itself. It can be 

viewed as a modified form of the Fourier transform, transforming the pixel intensity values 

into spatial frequency coefficients. In MPEG-4 the DCT is performed on blocks of 8x8 pixels. 

The top left value in a transformed block represents the DC level, or average intensity of the 

block. The remaining 63 coefficients represent the various spatial frequencies that may exist 

within the block. The NxN two-dimensional DCT is defined in Equation )2.2(  [5]. 

 

 F(u, v) =
2

N
C(u)C(v)

x= 0

N −1

∑ f (x,y)cos
(2x +1)uπ

2Ny =0

N−1

∑ cos
(2y +1)vπ

2N  
)2.2(  

  

 with  u, v, x, y = 0, 1, 2, … N-1 

 where x, y are spatial coordinates in the sample domain 

  u, v are coordinates in the transform domain 

 

 C(u), C(v) =
1

2
for u,v = 0

1 otherwise

 
 
 

 

 

The result of the DCT is that, for video images, the energy of the block is typically 

concentrated the into a few low frequency coefficients located in the top left corner of the 

transformed block. Variable length coding is very efficient when used on a block with values 

distributed in this manner, as significant compression can be obtained by encoding the 

commonly occurring small values with very short symbols and infrequent larger values with 

longer symbols.  
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Quantisation is the part of the compression scheme in which data is discarded. The other 

processes described are uniquely reversible provided enough precision is maintained, but 

quantisation permanently discards data. Quantisation is the process of discretising data into a 

number of predefined levels. Studies on the human visual system have shown that people are 

fairly sensitive to small errors in the DC and low frequency coefficients of a DCT transformed 

block, but much less so to changes in the higher frequency coefficients. These higher 

frequencies can be quantised quite aggressively, setting most of them to zero, while the low 

frequency coefficients are quantised into many levels to retain more accuracy. This approach 

is a visual analogue to the psycho-acoustic model used in audio compression, which discards 

data the human ear does not hear.  

 

Quantisation is performed according to specified tables containing quantisation parameters 

(QPs). The MPEG-4 standard has several default quantisation matrices that differ for the 

luminance and chrominance blocks, and between frame types. The standard also allows user-

defined tables to be employed.  

 

The MPEG-4 standard provides for two different quantisation schemes. One is the method 

used in the H.263 video standard, while the other method is unique to MPEG-4. The H.263 

quantisation scheme is considerably simpler than the MPEG-4 version and is defined in 

Equations (2.3) and (2.4) [9]. 

 

For INTRA blocks:   )x2/( QPCOFLEVEL =    (2.3) 

For INTER blocks:  )x2/()2/( QPQPCOFLEVEL −=  (2.4) 

 

Where COF is a DCT transform coefficient to be quantised, and QP is the quantisation 

parameter, resulting in a quantisation step size of 2xQP. The quantised coefficients, LEVEL’s 

are clipped to 8-bit precision after the calculation.  
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Encoding data that occurs frequently with short symbols, while using longer ones for less 

frequent data can reduce the average length of the bitstream significantly. This form of coding 

is used extensively, with Morse code and Huffman codes being two prime examples. As the 

majority of the DCT coefficients are small valued after quantisation, they are suited to variable 

length coding (VLC). The small, frequently occurring values can be represented by short 

symbols (3-5bits), whereas the less frequently occurring large valued coefficients can be 

encoded with longer symbols (6-13bits).  

 

In MPEG-4, a three-dimensional variable length code that incorporates run-length coding is 

used to encode transform coefficients. Each code represents an EVENT, which is a 

combination of three parameters. LAST signifies whether or not there are more non-zero 

coefficients in the block, RUN indicates the number of zero valued coefficients preceding the 

current non-zero term, and LEVEL is the magnitude of the coefficient. A single bit suffix 

indicates the sign of the coefficient [5]. MPEG-4 contains a large number of tables of variable 

length codes for different types of block and different types of data, such as motion vectors, 

texture data and shape coding data.   

 

The tools described constitute the core of the MPEG-4 compression scheme. Many more 

advanced techniques such as wavelet transforms and 2-D and 3-D meshes are available to the 

MPEG-4 system designer, but are not relevant to portable handheld communications devices, 

at this time due to their complexity, and so will not be discussed here.  

 

���� 03(*���'HFRGH�
 

The MPEG-4 decoding process is simply the reverse of the encoding process. If necessary, the 

incoming bitstream is first demultiplexed into the component VOP’ s and scene description 

data before the decoding takes place.  A simplified block-diagram of an MPEG-4 decoder is 

shown in Figure 2-8. 
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Using lookup tables, the variable length decoding process reconstructs the transform 

coefficients and motion vector data. The transform coefficients are then dequantised, where 

although termed dequantisation, the exact coefficients are not actually recovered as data was 

discarded during the encoding process. The inverse discrete cosine transform then converts the 

coefficients back into sample values for recombination with the predicted frame generated by 

the motion compensation. Depending on the complexity of the system, frame reordering and 

scene reconstruction then takes place. The post-processing functions include deblocking and 

deringing filters that, although not required by the standard, are suggested in order to achieve 

the best possible picture quality. The filters remove any glitches and unwanted artifacts from 

each frame due to quantisation and any precision loss.  

 

Figure 2-8 Schematic diagram of MPEG-4 Decoder 

 

���� ,QLWLDO�(VWLPDWHV�RI�03(*���&RPSXWDWLRQDO�&RPSOH[LW\�
 

An initial estimate of the computational requirements of a simple MPEG-4 encoder and 

decoder provide direction for a more detailed analysis of the algorithms. The benefits of 

implementing the MPEG-4 video standard on a dynamically reconfigurable DSP are likely to 

be greatest for algorithms that require the most computational resources. An analysis by Kuhn 

[7] of an early, unoptimised C version of the MPEG-4 codec on a Sparc Ultra 2, for an 

arbitrary shaped VOP within a QCIF (176x144 pixels) frame, at 10 frames per second, 
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provides some insight into the computational requirements of the encoder and decoder. It must 

be emphasized that this codec was implemented on a Sparc Ultra 2, a 32-bit floating–point 

RISC processor, whereas the implementing DSP is a 16-bit fixed-point CISC unit, and 

therefore the accuracy of any estimates are severely limited. 

 

������ (QFRGHU�&\FOHV�
 

The encoder is likely to be the most computationally intense part of the MPEG-4 system. This 

high computational cost is a result of the shape coding and motion estimation functions. The 

computational power requirements for the real-time operation of an early implementation of 

an MPEG-4 video encoder are shown in Figure 2-9.  

 

 

Figure 2-9 Computational power distribution among tools for MPEG-4 encoding [7]. 

 

Figure 2-9 shows that even in a simple system, the motion estimation and shape coding require 

significant computational resources. In this case, the full search motion estimation algorithm is 

used, which although effective, is heavy on computational requirements, as it searches 256 

candidate positions. Together, motion estimation and shape coding require 79% of the 1500 

MIPS (Millions of Integer operations Per Second) used by the encoder. Reducing the 
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requirements of these two algorithms would make a considerable impact on the total 

computational cost of the encoder.    

 

The MIPS figures presented in Figure 2-9 provide a very rough gauge of the number of cycles 

that could be required implementing the MPEG-4 encoder on a DSP. With a single execution-

unit processor, containing one multiply-accumulate (MAC) and one arithmetic logic unit 

(ALU), one MIP corresponds roughly to one Mcycle (1x106 cycles), presuming any operation 

(MAC or ALU instructions) can be completed in a single cycle. With a dual-execution unit 

device a single Mcycle corresponds to approximately 1.5 MIPS, as not all cycles can take full 

advantage of parallel execution. However, MIPS is a ‘fuzzy’  measurement that depends upon 

the application and the processor, and so cannot be treated as an absolute metric, like Amperes 

for example. The ‘fuzziness’  of MIPS combined with the fact that Kuhn’ s results are obtained 

from a 32-bit floating-point RISC processor, and the lack of published information concerning 

the implementation of MPEG-4 video on DSP’ s, mean that these initial estimates are likely to 

be highly inaccurate and potentially very conservative. The value of the results is that they 

provide an insight into the relative computational cost of the algorithms, even if the magnitude 

is not necessarily accurate.  

 

������ 'HFRGHU�&\FOHV�
 

The decoder, unlike the encoder does not have to perform any shape coding or motion 

estimation. It simply has to piece the frames back together using the supplied motion vectors 

and shape information. The decoder is consequently much less demanding on processing 

power, requiring just 244 MIPS as opposed to the 1500 consumed by the encoder. Figure 2-10 

shows the computational requirements of the simple MPEG-4 decoder.  

 

It can be seen in Figure 2-10 that the deringing postfilter is the most computationally 

expensive single algorithm, consuming 30% of the total 244 MIPS required of the decoder. 

The algorithms gathered under the ‘Others’  label were not individually instrumented in the 

analysis and are generally quite small, but together add up to a significant part of the 
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computational requirements of the decoder. It should be noted that the post-processing, 

deringing and deblocking filters are optional, however they result in much improved picture 

quality. 

 

Figure 2-10 Computational power distribution among tools for MPEG-4 decoding [7]. 

 

���� 6XPPDU\�
 

Although incorporating the latest advances in compression and video coding, MPEG-4 relies 

on core compression technology that has been proven by it predecessors. The basic operation 

of the compression scheme is to first remove any underlying structure from the video sequence 

before transforming the remaining data into the frequency domain, where quantisation sheds 

even more data, primarily from the high frequency regions. The remaining coefficients and 

motion vectors are encoded with variable length codes before transmission or storage.  

 

MPEG-4 offers many advanced compression tools, but these are limited to the high 

complexity profiles. The simple profile, designed for portable use supports just the basic tools 

described in this section and provides two levels, level 0 and level 1, that are suitable for 

application on portable telephones. These levels require bitrates of up to 64kbps and a 

maximum of one and four VOP’ s respectively.  
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An initial analysis has shown that the MPEG-4 encoder has high computational demands, with 

the motion estimation and shape coding algorithms consuming the majority of the resources. 

The decoder has somewhat lower requirements, with the computational resources spread more 

evenly over the algorithms. The next Chapter introduces the specific processors that will be 

used for the detailed analysis of the MPEG-4 encode and decode algorithms presented in 

Chapters 4 and 5.  
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System designers are spoiled for choice when selecting a DSP for advanced wireless and 

telecom applications. A multitude of companies produce a wide range of processors dedicated 

to these applications and often, there is very little difference in overall performance between 

products. This Chapter introduces the Infineon Carmel processors designed for this market and 

used in Chapter 4 and 5 to analyse the MPEG-4 algorithms and the impact of dynamic 

reconfigurability.  

 

The Infineon Carmel family of processors consists of fairly typical 16-bit fixed-point telecom 

DSP’ s targeted at the advanced communications and consumer applications market. Currently, 

the family comprises the Carmel 10xx and 20xx, with the Carmel 30xx still in development. 

The processors possess some unique features that differentiate them from similar products, 

such as the Configurable Long Instruction Word (CLIW) architecture and PowerPlug 

modules for the Carmel 20xx.  

 

���� $UFKLWHFWXUH�
 

Both the Carmel 10xx and 20xx processors share the same 16-bit fixed-point dual execution-

unit core. The Execution Unit is divided into two fully independent execution units: EU1 on 

the left side and EU2 on the right side, as shown in Figure 3-1. Both share equally the data 

sources and destinations of the accumulators, A and B data memories, and immediate data 

from instructions and other core units. EU1 and EU2 can operate in parallel using these shared 

resources. Each execution unit includes a 16 x 16-bit MAC unit and a 40-bit ALU. The left 

side unit also contains a 40-bit barrel shifter and 40-bit exponent unit [10].  
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Figure 3-1 The Carmel Core Execution Unit [11] 

 

The Carmel Address Unit can generate four simultaneous 16-bit addresses, for the four ports 

of the data memory, in a single cycle. These accesses may be distributed as four reads, three 

reads and one write, or two reads and two writes [11,12]. There are also four operand address 

modification modes, linear, bit-reversal, modulo with aligned boundaries and special modulo 

with arbitrary boundaries, all of which execute in a single cycle.   

 

The standard Carmel instruction word is 24 or 48-bits, with 24-bit instructions per execution 

unit. However, the Carmel also supports a unique Configurable Long Instruction Word that is 

an extension of the standard instruction set. These instructions are defined by the user and are 

stored in a separate CLIW memory. CLIW instructions can pack up to six standard 

instructions in one 144-bit word. A 48-bit word is stored in standard program memory, while 

the CLIW memory stores the remaining 96-bits. This approach is very efficient as the CLIW 
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instructions can be reused and it does not waste memory like Very Long Instruction Word 

(VLIW) architectures where most code does not require such a long instruction word.  
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With the ability to execute up to six standard instructions in a single cycle, the Carmel is a 

very capable processor. It compares favourably with similar processors from other 

manufacturers such as the Texas Instruments C55x and the Lucent 16xxx families of DSP. 

The most common method of comparing similar processors is by comparing the number of 

cycles required executing benchmark algorithms such as the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), 

Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter.  

 

������ %HQFKPDUNV�
 

In order to demonstrate the Carmel’ s ability and similarity in performance to other processors 

in the same class, Table 3-1 shows some common DSP benchmarks and the performance of a 

range of processors in executing them.  

 

Table 3-1 Common DSP benchmarks [12,13] 

 

  

TI C54x 
(cycles)

TI C55x 
(cycles)

TI 62x 
(cycles)

Carmel 10xx 
(cycles)

LMS 44 37 16 16

Real Block FIR 17 10 8 8

Sym FIR 8 7 4 4

Complex FIR 73 36 33 33

Real Vector Conv 256 136 128 128

Vector Max 161 64 57 35

IIR Biquad 4 4 4 3

256 Point FFT 8542 4786 2489 2175
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Table 3-1 shows that the Carmel 10xx is very similar in performance to the Texas Instruments 

C55x and C62x families of DSP. The C55x is a dual execution-unit 16-bit fixed-point 

processor much like the Carmel. The C62x is also a 16-bit fixed-point processor, but has eight 

functional units that can be used in parallel in a single cycle, comparable to the CLIW 

instructions of the Carmel.  

 

���� 7KH�'\QDPLFDOO\�5HFRQILJXUDEOH�&DUPHO���[[�
 

Dynamically reconfigurable DSP’ s can be reconfigured on a cycle-to-cycle basis, during 

operation, to behave as a completely different processor. This reconfiguration can involve 

altering the number and type of execution units, changing the width and number of memory 

accesses and expanding and enhancing the instruction set. There are three main characteristics 

that make a DSP dynamically reconfigurable. Tightly coupled co-processors enhance and 

expand the available instruction set and data path on a cycle-to-cycle basis by adding 

application specific execution units to the DSP core. A flexible instruction set allows the size 

and type of instructions to be tailored to the specific application required, while minimizing 

program-memory use, and lastly, flexible memory access allows maximum use to be made of 

the available memory bandwidth.  

 

The Carmel 20xx shares the same core as the Carmel 10xx, however it is dynamically 

reconfigurable. The Carmel 20xx derives its reconfigurability through a combination of the 

Configurable Long Instruction Word, flexible data paths and PowerPlug modules (PPMs), 

tightly coupled co-processors that act as supplementary execution units. Up to four PowerPlug 

modules can be attached to the core to provide the necessary additional capability required, 

without compromising the flexibility of the core. PowerPlug modules are unique in that they 

are accessed via CLIW instructions as though they are part of the DSP core itself. It should be 

noted that the same capabilities can be achieved on other DSP’ s with tightly coupled co-

processors, but communication protocols must be implemented between the core and the co-

processor. 
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Using 8-bit pixel values, digital video applications predominantly require 8-bit operations. In 

order to execute the 8-bit operations efficiently, a 16-bit DSP must behave as a highly parallel 

8-bit processor. To make maximum use of the available memory bandwidth, it is 

advantageous to be able to store and fetch 8-bit values to and from data memory easily and 

efficiently. PowerPlug modules enable the Carmel 20xx DSP to be reconfigured as a highly 

parallel 8-bit processor.  

 

Of the four available slots for PowerPlug modules, it is proposed that two PPMs are dedicated 

to accelerating critical video algorithms while the remaining two can be used for other 

applications. The proposed video accelerating PPM is designed specifically for 8-bit 

arithmetic and filtering and also supports 8-bit memory access. A byte algebraic unit allows 

parallel add/sub, max/min and accumulated distance operations. A byte manipulation unit that 

allows 8-bit words to be packed into and unpacked from 16-bit memory locations facilitates 

efficient 8-bit memory access, while a first-order smoothing filter, also incorporated in the 

accelerator, allows the filtering of two pixels per clock cycle, significantly improving the 

efficiency of the deringing postfilter. Figure 3-2 shows a basic schematic layout of the 

proposed video PPM, two of which would be used to accelerate video encoding and decoding 

operations. 

Figure 3-2 Schematic of proposed video PPM execution unit  
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Table 3-2 shows the instructions proposed for inclusion on the MPEG video PowerPlug 

module. The operand types are described in a similar manner to that used in the standard 

Carmel instruction set. Mx describes an x-bit memory location, A depicts a 32-bit accumulator 

with access to the high and low 16-bits ALH, and R represents PowerPlug or Carmel address 

registers.  

 

Table 3-2 Instructions included on proposed video-accelerating PowerPlug Module 
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The Infineon Carmel 10xx and 20xx DSP’ s are fairly typical 16-bit fixed-point dual 

execution-unit processors, targeted at the advanced telecommunication and consumer 

appliance market. The Carmel processors possess a unique Configurable Long Instruction 

Word, which when coupled with the flexible memory access and PowerPlug modules enables 

the Carmel 20xx to be dynamically reconfigured.  Using two video accelerating PowerPlug 

modules, the Carmel 20xx can be reconfigured on a cycle-to-cycle basis as a highly parallel 8-

bit processor to facilitate efficient video encoding and decoding operations. The impact of 

dynamic reconfigurability in implementing computationally intense MPEG-4 encoding and 

decoding algorithms on the Carmel processors is analysed in the following chapters. 

Instruction Syntax dest1 (2) src1 src2

pack dest = pack(src1, src2) M16 M8 M8

unpack dest1, dest2 = unpack(src) M8 M16

add dest = src1 + src2 M16 | M8 | A M16 | M8 | A M16 | M8 | A

dest += src M16 | M8 | A M16 | M8 | A

subtract dest = src1 - src2 M16 | M8 | A M16 | M8 | A M16 | M8 | A

dest -= src M16 | M8 | A M16 | M8 | A

accumulated distance dest += abs(src1 - src2) M16 | M8 | A M8 M8 

max dest = ppmax(src1, src2) M16 | ALH M16 | ALH M16 | ALH

ppmax(dest, src) M16 | ALH M16 | ALH

min dest = ppmin(src1, src2) M16 | ALH M16 | ALH M16 | ALH

ppmin(dest, src) M16 | ALH M16 | ALH

flag write to memory dest = flag(src) M8 EST

filter dest = ppfilter(src) M16 | M8 R8

filter2 dest1, dest2 = ppfilter2(src) M16 | M8 R8
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According to the initial estimates generated in Section 2.5, the MPEG-4 encoder is the most 

computationally costly part of the codec. Prior results suggest that the encoder requires 1500 

MIPS, which might roughly translate into 800-1000 Mcycles on a Carmel core. Operating at 

250-350Mhz, 3-4 Carmel 10xx cores would need to be dedicated to just the MPEG-4 encode, 

an unreasonable requirement. A maximum of 60 Mcycles has been budgeted for the entire 

encode and decode, as the video application must fit on a single core alongside other 

applications such as digital audio and telecommunications. With this budget in mind, several 

implementation decisions have to be made, such as the location of the hardware/software 

boundary and which profiles and levels will be supported.  

 

���� (QFRGHU�,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ�
 

The position of the hardware/software boundary and the complexity of the encoder have a 

great bearing on the computational cost of implementing the MPEG-4 video encoder. These 

factors however, also influence the final quality and flexibility of the application, as well as its 

suitability for the desired market and so must be considered carefully.  

 

������ +DUGZDUH�6RIWZDUH�%RXQGDU\�
 

Systems such as MPEG-4 can be implemented entirely on dedicated hardware, as fully 

programmable applications, or a combination of both. Each implementation has advantages 

and disadvantages depending on the capabilities of the components and the intended use of the 

system. Often, hardware provides the most efficient use of computational power as it is 

designed for a single task. Software, on the other hand, allows greater flexibility with the 
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ability to easily modify the encoding algorithms should new technology or standards arise. A 

complete software solution is the goal in this situation due to the evolving nature of the 

MPEG-4 standard and the cost of additional hardware upgrades. However, some of the pre-

processing functions such as colour space conversion, scaling and anti-aliasing filters that are 

not part of the standard and not likely to evolve would be better handled with specific 

hardware. The remainder of the MPEG-4 encoder will be implemented in software. 

 

������ 6XSSRUWHG�3URILOHV�DQG�/HYHOV�
 

As an MPEG-4 encoder is not explicitly specified by the standard, it need not conform to a 

specific profile and level, as a decoder must. A simple profile at level 1 decoder must be able 

to support up to four VOP’ s, however a bitstream encoded at this level may contain only one 

object. The system designer determines the complexity of the encoded bitstream and therefore 

the complexity of the encoder itself. As discussed in Section 2.2, the simple profile at level 0 

or level 1 is currently the most suitable for portable handheld applications, with the only 

difference between the two being the maximum number of VOP’ s supported. In order to 

reduce the complexity of the encoder so that it may fit within the allotted cycle budget, the 

entire QCIF frame is encoded as a single object. Encoding the frame as a single VOP reduces 

the computational requirements of the encoder significantly by eliminating the need for 

segmentation and shape coding, as shown in Figure 4-1, while the bitstream remains valid for 

both the simple profile at level 0 and at level 1. In addition, VOP selection and segmentation 

typically involves human input, which is not practical for portable devices such as cell phones.  

 

Figure 4-1 shows a simple block diagram of the proposed hardware/software boundary dashed 

line), and the algorithms that are required for encoding a simple, single VOP MPEG-4 video 

stream. The majority of the algorithms contained within the software boundary are analysed in 

the following subsection.  It can be seen that the MPEG-4 encoder contains a model of a 

decoder, used in conjunction with the motion estimator. This model simply ensures that the 

motion estimation is carried out with the same reference frame (previous frame) that the 

decoder will use and thereby achieve the best possible results.  
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Figure 4-1 Schematic diagram of simple MPEG-4 encoder showing software boundary. 

 

���� (QFRGLQJ�$OJRULWKPV�
 

The algorithms analysed in this section form the basis of the MPEG-4 video compression 

scheme. These algorithms represent the bulk of the computational cost of the encoder and 

must be implemented within the specified 60 Mcycle budget. Figure 4-2 shows the estimated 

relative costs, derived from Section 2.5, of the MPEG-4 encoding algorithms analysed. The 

commented Carmel assembly code listings for the algorithms analysed can be found in 

Appendix A.  
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Figure 4-2 Estimated relative computational costs of MPEG-4 video encoding algorithms 

 

������ 0RWLRQ�(VWLPDWLRQ�
 

For battery powered, real-time, visual communications applications, there are stringent 

requirements on low power consumption. Initial estimates suggest that the full-search block 

matching motion estimation algorithm requires approximately 800 Mcycles. This extremely 

high computational cost would result in very high power consumption for the implementing 

device. Even one tenth of this figure would be unacceptable for a portable handheld 

application and therefore, fast motion estimation algorithms with reduced computational 

complexity are a necessity. There are a large number of fast motion estimation algorithms 

available, however the four-step search (4SS) algorithm is the most suited to small frame 

portable applications. 

 

The four-step search was developed from the popular three-step search algorithm in order to 

improve efficiency, especially for small motion vectors. The popularity of the three-step 

search derives from its simplicity and effectiveness, and experimental results show that it 

provides near optimal performance [7, 14]. For video telephony applications, the efficient 

performance for small motion vectors of the four-step search is advantageous, as it is expected 

that the majority of encoded video streams will comprise a face with simple motion. The four-

step search algorithm still performs very well for more complicated motion with small frame 

Motion Compensation
1.6%

IDCT
1.5%

Quantisation
1.1%

DCT
1.0%

Deqauntisation
0.7%

Motion Estimation (full 
search)
94.1%
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sizes such as QCIF, where the relatively small search area, (-7, +7 pixels) does not hinder 

performance. As an additional bonus, the small search area of the four-step search algorithm 

means that the resultant motion vectors can be represented by 8-bits creating more easily 

handled data.  

 

The 4SS algorithm utilises a centre-biased search pattern, with nine checking points on a 5x5 

window in the first step. The centre of the search window is then shifted to the point with 

minimum block distortion measure. The search window of the next two steps depends on the 

location of the minimum BDM points. The 4SS is summarized as follows [14]: 

 

Step 1: A minimum BDM point is found from a nine-checking-points pattern on a 5 x 5 

window located at the centre of the 15 x 15 search area, as shown in Figure 4-3(a). 

If the minimum BDM point is found at the centre of the search window, go to Step 

4 otherwise go to Step 2. 

Step 2: The search window size is maintained at 5 x 5. However, the search pattern will 

depend on the position of the previous minimum BDM point. 

a) If the previous minimum BDM point is located at the corner of the search 

window, five additional checking points as shown in Figure 4-3(b) are used. 

b) If the previous minimum BDM point is located at the middle of horizontal or 

vertical axis of the previous search window, three additional checking points as 

shown in Figure 4-3(c) are used. 

If the minimum BDM point is found at the centre of the search window, go to Step 

4; otherwise go to Step 3.  

Step 3: The searching pattern strategy is the same as Step 2, but will now proceed to Step 4. 

Step 4: The search window is reduced to 3 x 3 as shown in Figure 4-3(d) and the direction 

of the overall motion vector is considered as the minimum BDM point among 

these nine searching points.  

 

Figure 4-3 illustrates the four possible search types utilised by the four-step search motion 

estimation algorithm. Figure 4-3(a) shows the initial nine checking point search on the 5 x 5 

search window. Figure 4-3(b) shows a five-point corner based search, where the dark pixels 
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represent the five new search positions and the light pixels depict previously searched 

positions. Figure 4-3(c) shows a three-point side-based search scheme, and Figure 4-3(d) 

illustrates the final eight-point centre based search on a 3 x 3 window.  

 

Figure 4-3 Search Pattern of the 4SS. (a) First step, (b) second/third step, (c) 
second/third step, and (d) fourth step [14]. 

 

Block-matching motion estimation algorithms select the appropriate motion vector by 

minimizing a cost function, the block distortion measure. The BDM is generally based on one 

of the many available distance criteria such as the sum of absolute difference (SAD) or mean 

absolute error (MAE). Various distance criteria have been proposed and analysed in literature. 

All of them differ in terms of implementation complexity and efficiency concerning the 

approach used to find the global optimum however, the MAE or SAD, which only differ by a 

division operation, are the most widely used due to the low complexity and superior results 

[7]. The SAD is a better BDM for implementation on a DSP as it omits the division operation 

required for the MAE and is therefore faster to calculate, enabling a more efficient solution.  

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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From the four-step search algorithm, it can be calculated that the maximum number of search 

position is 27 however, the intermediate steps of the algorithm may be skipped, with a jump to 

the final step if at any time the minimum BDM point is located at the centre of the search 

window. The minimum possible number of checking-points for the four-step search algorithm 

is 17, with experimental results indicating an average of 19 [14].  

 

The four-step search motion estimation algorithm is best implemented in Carmel’ s algebraic 

assembly language by breaking the entire algorithm into sub-functions, facilitating efficient 

program memory use and readability. Table 4-1 shows the sub-functions along with a 

description of their function, and the associated cycle counts. The best and worst case figures 

stem from the variation in the computational requirements of the Valid_Search() function. 

Valid_Search() requires just 16 cycles if the current search position is described by the (0,0) 

motion vector, as it is obviously a valid search, however, other search positions require a more 

thorough checking procedure.  

 

Implementing the four-step search motion estimation algorithm for the Carmel 10xx has 

shown that the actual cycle cost is dramatically lower than the initial estimate for the full-

search algorithm. The cycle cost of the entire algorithm can be derived from the results in 

Table 4-1, for a best and worst-case situation. The best case represents the minimum 17 search 

positions with the best realisable results from Valid_Search(), while the worst case consists of 

the maximum possible 27 search positions and 59 cycles consumed for each search validation 

step. 

 

The algorithm must be executed for each luminance and chrominance macroblock in the 

frame, at 10 frames per second. Equations (4.1)and (4.2)show the method for calculating the 

overall best and worst-case cycle counts: 

 

Best Case: Cycle cost = 9 x (11x (Initial + Centre + Resid_Calc + 20) + 3) x 1.5 x 10     (4.1) 

Worst Case: Cycle cost = 9 x (11x (Initial + 2 x Corner + Centre + Resid_Calc + 42) + 3) x 1.5 x 10  (4.2) 
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Table 4-1 Sub-functions used in four-step search algorithm on Carmel processor 

 

 

Evaluating Equations (4.1) and (4.2) the overall cycle cost for the best case situation is 6.2 

Mcycles, while for the worst case situation it is 10.5 Mcycles. These results represent, for the 

worst case, a 99% reduction in cycles over the initial rough estimate of 800 Mcycles using a 

full-search algorithm. This reduction can be attributed to the fast motion estimation algorithm 

and the efficient assembly coding of the algorithm as compared to an unoptimised C 

implementation. These figures calculated for the computational requirements of the motion 

estimation are much more practical for implementation on a portable real-time device. 

Implementing the motion estimation on the dynamically reconfigurable Carmel 20xx may 

reduce the cycle cost even further by enabling the calculations performed on 8-bit pixel values 

to be carried out in a highly parallel manner.  

 

The calculation of the SAD for each comparison consumes approximately 70% of the best-

case cycles and 60-65% of the worst-case cycles, and consists predominantly of accumulated 

absolute distance operations on 8-bit numbers. This kind of 8-bit non-MAC function can 

achieve significant improvement in cycle cost when implemented on a dynamically 

reconfigurable processor. The following code example shows the kernel of the SAD 

calculation function implemented without dynamic reconfigurability on the Carmel 10xx:  

 

Algorithm Description Calculation
Best Case 

(cycles)
Worst Case 

(cycles)

Valid_Search

Checks each candidate search
position and determines whether it
is within the frame boundary and
therefore valid

- 16 59

SAD_Calculation
Calculates the SAD value for the
two macroblocks under
consideration

- 158 158

Resid_Calculation
Calculates the prediction error for
each pixel of each macroblock and
stores back to memory

- 294 294

Initial Performs the initial 9-point search 9x(Valid_search + SAD_Calc)+245 2022 2198

Corner
Performs the 5-point corner based
search for steps 2 and/or 3

5x(Valid_search + SAD_Calc)+184 1136 1269

Side
Performs the 3-point side based
search for steps 2 and/or 3

3x(Valid_search + SAD_Calc)+124 676 775

Center
Performs the final 8-point center
based search

8x(Valid_search + SAD_Calc)+252 1855 1988
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rep (N)  block  {     
  rep (N/2) single      // 256 pixels per MacroBlk processed 2 at a time 
  { 
  cliw _sad(r0++, r0++, r4++, r4++) 
  {         // diff calculated &   
          a0l = *ma1 - *ma3|| a2 += abs(a0l) || // |diff| stored from 
          a1l = *ma2 - *ma4|| a3 += abs(a1l);  // last cycle 
       }     
 } 
   
 r0 == r0+rn0 || r4 == r4+rn4;    // FInished one line - index to next 
} 
    
a2 += abs(a0l) || a3 += abs(a1l);    // last |diff| calculated 
a0 = a2 + a3; 

 

Using the video accelerating PowerPlug module discussed in Section 3.3.1, with its custom 

quad-accumulated absolute distance instruction and memory packing feature, four pixel values 

can be processed in a single cycle, resulting in a significant increase in performance for the 

entire algorithm. Small gains can be made in other parts of the motion estimation algorithm 

with the dynamically reconfigurable processor, however the bulk of the improvement is 

achieved in the SAD calculation. The following code example shows the kernel of the SAD 

calculation function implemented by dynamically reconfiguring the Carmel 20xx as a highly 

parallel 8-bit processor: 

 

rep (N)  block {     
  rep (N/4) single       // 256 pixels per MacroBlk processed 4 at a time 
  { 
  cliw _20xx_sad(r0++, r0++, r4++, r4++) 
  { 
   plug1 pa0 += abs(r0h-r4h) + abs(r0l-r4l) + abs(r0h-r4h) + abs(r0l-r4l);  // 4x acc abs 
dist  
  }     
 } 
  r0 == r0+rn0 || r4 == r4+rn4;    // Finished one line - index to next 
} 
 

Table 4-2 shows the sub-functions making up the motion estimation algorithm and the 

associated cycle cost when implemented on the dynamically reconfigurable Carmel 20xx as 

well as the non-reconfigurable Carmel 10xx. The reduction in cycle cost of 

SAD_Calculation() is reflected in the reduced cost of the search sub-functions.  
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Table 4-2 Cycle costs of 4SS motion estimation sub-functions on dynamically 
reconfigurable Carmel 20xx and non-reconfigurable Carmel 10xx. 

 

 Evaluating Equations (4.1) and (4.2)for the Carmel 20xx implementation of the four-step 

search motion estimation algorithms, the overall cycle cost for the best case situation is 4.3 

Mcycles, while for the worst case situation it is 7.2 Mcycles. The results for the motion 

estimation algorithm are summarized in Table 4-3 for the Carmel 10xx and 20xx processors. 

 

Table 4-3 Summary of computational costs of 4SS motion estimation 

  

 

Another factor that must be considered when implementing the encoder is the memory 

requirements. Three QCIF frames must be buffered for the motion estimation algorithm, the 

reference frame, the current frame and the frame of residuals. If each pixel value occupies a 

16-bit memory word on the non-reconfigurable Carmel 10xx, 114k words are required. Using 

the memory-packing feature of the video PPM, this can be reduced by 33% to 76k words as 

the 8-bit pixel values of the reference and current frames may be packed into 16-bit locations. 

Best Case 
(cycles)

Worst Case 
(cycles)

Best Case 
(cycles)

Worst Case 
(cycles)

Valid_Search - 16 59 16 59

SAD_Calculation - 92 92 158 158

Resid_Calculation - 150 150 294 294

Initial 9x(Valid_search + SAD_Calc)+245 1412 1604 2022 2198

Corner 5x(Valid_search + SAD_Calc)+141 763 896 1136 1269

Side 3x(Valid_search + SAD_Calc)+120 474 573 676 775

Center 8x(Valid_search + SAD_Calc)+229 1304 1437 1855 1988

Algorithm Calculation
Carmel 20xx Carmel 10xx

Algorithm Carmel 10xx Carmel 20xx Reduction (%)

Best (Mcycles) 6.2 4.3 31

Worst (Mcycles) 10.5 7.2 31
Motion Estimation
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The residuals however, must be represented by a 9-bits, as they result from the subtraction of 

8-bit values, and therefore cannot be packed.  

 

Motion estimation comprises the single most memory and computationally costly algorithm in 

an MPEG-4 video codec. Using the dynamically reconfigurable Carmel 20xx processor, cycle 

savings of 31% and memory savings of 33% of can be realised over the non-reconfigurable 

processor. These savings are important in implementing the encoder and decoder within the 

allocated cycle budget and are a direct result of reconfiguring the DSP as a highly parallel 8-

bit processor.  

 

������ 7KH�'LVFUHWH�&RVLQH�7UDQVIRUP�DQG�LWV�,QYHUVH�
 

The Discrete Cosine Transform and its inverse, the IDCT are both implemented in an MPEG-

4 encoder. The forward transform is used in the encoding process, while the inverse is part of 

the model of the decoder incorporated into the encoder. In MPEG-4, the DCT is performed on 

blocks of 8x8 pixels. Each luminance macroblock is split into four 8x8 blocks and has two 

associated chrominance blocks. The top left value in a transformed block represents the DC 

level, or average intensity of the block. The remaining 63 coefficients represent the various 

spatial frequencies that may exist within the block. The NxN two-dimensional DCT is defined 

for the purposes of MPEG-4 as: 

 

 F(u, v) =
2

N
C(u)C(v)

x= 0

N −1

∑ f (x,y)cos
(2x +1)uπ

2Ny =0

N−1

∑ cos
(2y +1)vπ

2N  
 

  

 with  u, v, x, y = 0, 1, 2, … N-1 

 where x, y are spatial coordinates in the sample domain 

  u, v are coordinates in the transform domain 

 C(u), C(v) =
1

2
for u,v = 0

1 otherwise

 
 
 

 

(4.3) 
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The Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) employed in the MPEG-4 decoder to recover 

the pixel values is very similar to the forward DCT shown in Equation (4.3). The NxN two-

dimensional mathematical real-number IDCT is defined in Equation (4.4) [9]. 

 

 

The DCT and the IDCT are operationally very similar and can therefore be treated in the same 

manner, and analysed together. A simplified representation of both the forward and reverse 

transform may be defined: 

 

     ),,,(),(),(),(
7

0

7

0

vuyxCoeffvuFvuWyxf
vu

×= ∑∑
==

   

 

This form of the transform must be used for the IDCT, as the five memory accesses and four 

MACs required per summation in Equation (4.4) exceed the limit of four memory access and 

two MACs per cycle on the Carmel 10xx. The DCT requires just three memory reads and two 

MACs, but it is more efficient to perform two reads and one MAC at the expense of more 

memory required to store the coefficients. Evaluating Equation (4.5) directly, 4096 16-bit 

coefficients must be stored and 4096 16-bit MACs must be performed per 8x8 block. These 

figures equate to 12.1 Mcycles on a dual execution-unit processor and 24.2 Mcycles on a 

single execution unit processor such as the TI C54x.  

 

Examining the 4096 coefficients as a 64x64 matrix reveals complicated symmetries within the 

block. These symmetries, which are illustrated in Figure 4-4, can be taken advantage of to 

reduce the computational load and memory usage of the algorithm. Figure 4-4 shows that the 

rows of the coefficient matrix have modified mirror symmetry about the centre. The values in 

the first block of eight columns of the reflected rows alternate positive and negative symmetry, 

while the second block alternates negative and positive symmetry. Within each block of eight 

rows and eight columns, there is simple positive or negative mirror symmetry of the values 

about the centre.  

 

f (x, y) =
2

N u =0

N −1

∑ C(u)C(v)F(u,v)cos
(2x +1)uπ

2Nv= 0

N −1

∑ cos
(2y +1)vπ

2N
(4.4) 

(4.5) 
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Figure 4-4 Symmetries present in DCT coefficient matrix 

 

The following Carmel 10xx code fragment makes use of the symmetries shown in Figure 4-4 

to perform the IDCT (and with minor modifications, the DCT) for an 8x8 block of pixels in 

580 cycles. This approach results in a total computational cost of 3.4 Mcycles for a 10 fps 

QCIF session. The symmetry also reduces the number of 16-bit coefficients that must be 

stored to 1024, saving over 70-percent of the required data memory and computational 

resources. 

 

rep (4) block {          // 4 blocks down 
 rep (4) block {         // 4 lines/block 
  clr(a0,a1,a2,a3,a4,a5) || rep (4) block  {    // 4 blocks of 16  
   rep (4) single        // 8 coeffs along 
   { 
    a0 += *r0++ * *r4++ || a1 += *r0++ * *r4++; 
   } 
   rep (3) single        // 8 coeffs along 
   { 
     a2 += *r0++ * *r4++ || a3 += *r0++ * *r4++; 
   } 
   a2 += *r0++ * *r4++ || a3 += *r0++ * *r4++;  //so rep single isn’t last instruction 
  } 
  a0 -= a1 || a1 += a0; 
  a2 += a3 || a3 -= a2; 
  *(r1+=rn1) = a1 + a2 || *(r2+=rn2) = a0 + a3;  // TT || BB 
  *(r3+=rn3) = a1 - a2 || *(r4+=rn4) = a0 - a3; // TB || BT 
 } 
 nop;            // prevents R/W clash 
} 

 

Alternating - / + 
Alternating + / - 

16 Coeffs 
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When evaluated in the form of Equation (4.5), the combined transform coefficients must be 

represented by 16-bits to maintain the required level of precision. The 16-bit coefficients, 

coupled with the MAC intensive nature of the DCT and IDCT serve to render the algorithm 

unsuitable for acceleration with the video PPMs. In addition to this, the values that are input to 

the DCT must be represented by 9-bits as they are the result of the subtraction of two 8-bit 

numbers in the motion estimation process. Designed to enable the DSP to be reconfigured as a 

highly parallel 8-bit processor, the video PowerPlug module is incapable of 16x9-bit MACs, 

and therefore the dynamically reconfigurable processor achieves no performance improvement 

for either the DCT or IDCT algorithms.   

 

The addition of two MAC units in additional PowerPlug modules also fails to elicit an 

increase in performance for the DCT/IDCT. In this instance, the performance of the processor 

is limited by the available memory bandwidth rather than the computational ability. In order to 

make an improvement, 6 memory accesses per cycle (4 coefficients, 2 pixel values) would be 

necessary in addition to the 2 MAC PPMs, to provide a 50-percent reduction in the number of 

cycles required.  

 

Both the DCT and IDCT algorithms are used in the MPEG-4 encoder. These algorithms differ 

only in the coefficient matrices used and are therefore analysed together. Making use of the 

symmetries present in the coefficient matrix, the computational requirements for the algorithm 

were reduced from a theoretical 12.1 Mcycles on a dual execution-unit processor to 3.4 

Mcycles for a 10 fps QCIF video stream. The MAC oriented, non-8-bit nature of the 

transforms, coupled with the memory bandwidth limits of the processors precluded the DCT 

and IDCT algorithms from any further performance improvement by dynamic reconfiguration 

of the Carmel 20xx. The results for the DCT/IDCT algorithms are summarized in Table 4-4 

for the Carmel processors. 

Table 4-4 Summary of computational costs of DCT/IDCT 

Algorithm 
Carmel 10xx 

(Mcycles)
Carmel 20xx 

(Mcycles)
Reduction (%)

DCT 3.4 3.4 0

IDCT 3.4 3.4 0
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������ 4XDQWLVDWLRQ�DQG�'HTXDQWLVDWLRQ�
 

Like the DCT and IDCT, both quantisation and dequantisation are performed in an MPEG-4 

encoder. The process is performed according to specified tables containing quantisation 

parameters (QPs). The MPEG-4 standard has several default quantisation tables that differ for 

the luminance and chrominance blocks, and between frame types. The standard also allows 

user-defined tables to be employed.  

 

The MPEG-4 standard accommodates two different quantisation schemes. One is the method 

used in the H.263 video standard, while the other method is unique to MPEG-4. The H.263 

quantisation scheme is considerably simpler than the MPEG-4 version as it does not require 

additional weighting factors, saturation and mismatch control operations. Hence, the H.263 

quantisation method is more suitable for applications where the computational resources are 

restricted, such as portable handheld devices. The H.263 quantisation scheme is defined by 

Equations (2.3) and (2.4) repeated here for clarity [9].  

 

For INTRA blocks:   )x2/( QPCOFLEVEL =       (2.3) 

For INTER blocks:  )x2/()2/( QPQPCOFLEVEL −=     (2.4) 

 

Where COF is a DCT transform coefficient to be quantised and QP is the quantisation 

parameter, resulting in a quantisation step size of 2xQP. The quantised coefficients, LEVEL’s 

are clipped to 8-bit precision after calculation. The H.263 dequantisation process is given for 

all types of blocks as: 

 

 

The sign of COF is then added to obtain COF´:  COF´ = Sign(COF)x| COF´|. Clipping of 

COF´ to 12-bit precision is performed before the IDCT.  

 

evenis,0if,1xx2
odd is,0if,xx2

0if,0

QPLEVELQPLEVELQPFCO
QPLEVELQPLEVELQPFCO

LEVELFCO

≠−+=′
≠+=′

==′ (4.6) 
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Quantisation and dequantisation are not computationally intense algorithms. Although 

iterative division is required, the total number of cycles consumed is small. The largest cycle 

costs are the tests and conditional statements required to reassign the correct sign to the value 

after quantisation or dequantisation. The following Carmel 10xx code fragment performs the 

H.263 quantisation for INTER (motion predicted) blocks: 

 

ce1 = m1;      // Set conditions for conditional execution  
nop; 
ce2 = m2; 
  
rep (32) block      // Performing 2 quant at once on block of 64 values 
{ 
 clr(a0,a1,a2,a3,a4,a5) || r0 += rn0;  // Increment -> 2QP 
 
** a4 = *r0 << -1 || a0h = r7;   // Shift by 1 qives QP/2 || 
** a5 = *(r0+rn0) << -1 || a1h = r7; // dividend = 1 
** neg(a4) || neg (a5);    
 
 rep (15) single 
 { 
  a0 /= *r0 || a1 /= *(r0+rn0);    //15 iteration division 1/2QP 
 } 
   
**    a2 = abs(*r4) + a4l|| a3 = abs(*(r4+rn4)) + a5l;  // |COF| - QP/2 
   
    cliw quant1(r1, r1+rn1, r4, r4+rn4) 
    {              

        *ma1 = a2l * a0l || cmp(*ma3, ff1) ||    // (|COF|-QP/2)/2QP   
  *ma2 = a3l * a1l || cmp(*ma4, ff1) ||    // cond. For ifexe 
   nop || nop 
    } 
 
 cliw quant2(r1, r1+rn1) 
 { 
  nop || ifexe(ce1) neg(*ma1) ||     // If original COF neg -> negate 
  nop || ifexe(ce2) neg(*ma2) || 
  nop || nop 
 }     
}   
 

For INTRA (non-motion predicted) blocks, the algorithm is simplified a little. The lines 

marked with  are removed and D�K� �U�__�D�K� �U���is inserted as the second line in 

the outer loop. This algorithm requires 707 cycles per 8x8 INTER block, translating into 4.2 

Mcycles for the entire 10 fps QCIF session and 3.3 Mcycles for INTRA blocks.  
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The dequantisation operation is somewhat simpler and faster to implement than the forward 

process, as no iterative division operations are required. The code shown below performs the 

dequantisation for all block types in just 1.06 Mcycles for a 10 fps QCIF session. 

 

ce1 = ~z1;         // Set conditions for conditional execution 
nop; 
ce2 = ~z2; 
 
rep (32) block         // dequantised 2 COFs at a time 
{ 
 cliw dequant1 (r1, r1+rn1, r4, r4+rn4) 
 {          // If last loop -COF  
  a2l = *ma3 || ifexe (ce1) neg(*ma1) ||  // negate in memory.  
  a3l = *ma4 || ifexe (ce2) neg(*ma2) ||  // Read in new 2xQP  
  nop || nop 
 } 
   
 a0l = *r0++ * a2l || a1l = *r0++ * a3l;    // LEVELx2QP – set flag 
 
 ifexe (ce1) a0l = abs(a0l) + *r4 ||     // If LEVEL != 0 
 ifexe (ce2) a1l = abs(a1l) + *(r4 + rn4);   // add QP 
     
 a0 &= a2 || a1 &= a2;      // Reset last bit -> mismatch control 
 

cliw dequant2 (r1, r1+rn1, r4, r4+rn4) 
{ 
       *ma1 = a0l || a4 = *ma3 + abs(*ma3) ||  // Writes out +ve value 

             *ma2 = a1l || a5 = *ma4 + abs(*ma4) ||  // || Perfoms check on  
        nop || nop       // for mod at start of  
}          // next loop around 

   
      
   
} 
 
ifexe (ce1) neg(*r1) || ifexe (ce2) neg(*(r1+=rn1));  // Rrequire this to finish last 
           // negation as it is done once before 
           // any values are calculated���� �
 

Like the DCT and IDCT algorithms, quantisation and dequantisation are not suited to 

implementation with the video PPM. The majority of the cycles required for the quantisation 

algorithm are consumed by the iterative division operations, which are 16-bit non-MAC based 

and therefore not supported by the video PPM, while the dequantisation is bandwidth limited 

by having to write out 12-bit rather than 8-bit values.  
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As the MPEG-4 standard allows user defined quantisation matrices to be used, it is possible 

for encoders and decoders from a single vendor to possess quantisation matrices alternative to 

the default matrices. When communicating with non-compatible devices, the default tables 

could be used, but if the two devices originated from the same manufacturer, the alternative 

quantisation tables, with quantisation parameters that are binary numbers, such as 2,4,8,16… 

could be used. With binary parameters, the 15-cycle division could be replaced by a single 

cycle shift operation, reducing the quantisation algorithms to 1.7 Mcycles for INTER blocks 

and 1.2 Mcycles for INTRA blocks for both the Carmel 10xx and 20xx. 

 

Both the quantisation and dequantisation algorithms are used in an MPEG-4 encoder. For 

applications with limited computational resources, the H.263 quantisation scheme is used, as it 

is much simpler than the MPEG-4 version. Dynamic reconfigurability does not provide any 

performance improvements for the quantisation and dequantisation algorithms, as they require 

predominantly non-8-bit operations and the memory requirements are insignificant. Another 

option to reduce the computational cost of the quantisation algorithm is to employ custom 

quantisation tables consisting of binary coefficients that allow the iterative division to be 

replaced by single-cycle shifts. This alternative does not rely on the dynamic reconfigurability 

of the Carmel 20xx and therefore the results are the same for both processors. The results for 

the quantisation and dequantisation algorithms are summarized in Table 4-5 for the Carmel 

processors. 

 

Table 4-5 Summary of computational costs of Quantisation/Dequantisation 

 

 

Algorithm MB type
Carmel 10xx 

(Mcycles)
Carmel 20xx 

(Mcycles)
Reduction (%)

INTRA 3.3 3.3 0
INTER 4.2 4.2 0
INTRA 1.2 1.2 0
INTER 1.7 1.7 0
INTRA 1.1 1.1 0
INTER 1.1 1.1 0

Quantise (default)

Quantise (custom)

Dequantise 
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���� 6XPPDU\�
 

Initial estimates suggested that the encoder would requires 1500 MIPS, roughly translating 

into 800-1000 Mcycles on a Carmel core. These estimates were based on an early, 

unoptimised C implementation of the codec on a high performance 32-bit floating-point RISC 

processor, and have been demonstrated to be incorrect. The 16-bit fixed-point Carmel 

processors, with their complex instruction set are able to perform the necessary operations in a 

much more efficient manner, reducing the total computational cost of the encoder 

dramatically.  

 

The impact of dynamic reconfigurability on the algorithms has been to reduce the 

computational cost and memory requirements over the non-reconfigurable processor where 

non-MAC based 8-bit operations are required. For the MPEG-4 encoding algorithms, this has 

only included the motion estimation, as the standard requires greater than 8-bit precision to be 

maintained for the DCT and quantisation algorithms. The computational requirements of the 

MPEG-4 encoding algorithms are summarized in Table 4-6. 

 

Table 4-6 Summary of computational requirements of MPEG-4 encoding algorithms 

 

 

Encoding 
Algorithms 

Carmel 10xx 
(Mcycles)

Carmel 20xx 
(Mcycles)

Reduction (%)

Best 6.2 4.3 31

Worst 10.5 7.2 31

DCT 3.4 3.4 0

IDCT 3.4 3.4 0

INTRA 3.3 3.3 0

INTER 4.2 4.2 0

INTRA 1.2 1.2 0

INTER 1.7 1.7 0

INTRA 1.1 1.1 0

INTER 1.1 1.1 0

Motion Estimation

Quantise (default)

Quantise (custom)

Dequantise 
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According to the initial estimates presented in Section 2.5, the MPEG-4 decoder requires 

approximately 244 MIPS, which would conservatively translate into 120-160 Mcycles on a 

Carmel core. A maximum of 60 Mcycles has been budgeted for the entire encode and decode, 

as the video must fit on a single core alongside other applications such as digital audio and 

telecommunications. Unlike the encoder, the decoder is explicitly specified by the MPEG-4 

standard, leaving few choices for the system designer regarding the algorithms employed. 

Several implementation decisions must be made for the decoder however; including where the 

hardware/software boundary will be, and which profiles and levels will be supported.  

 

���� 'HFRGHU�,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ�
 

The position of the hardware/software boundary and the complexity of the decoder have, as 

for the encoder, a significant influence on the computational cost of implementing the MPEG-

4 video decoder. These factors however, also influence the final quality of the application and 

so must be considered carefully.  

 

������ +DUGZDUH�6RIWZDUH�%RXQGDU\�
 

The goal for the decoder, like the encoder, is a completely programmable solution, due to the 

evolving nature of the standard and cost of additional hardware upgrade and redesign. All the 

major MPEG-4 video decompression algorithms are encapsulated within the software 

boundary to facilitate a flexible solution. The post-processing, filtering functions, which are 

not specified by the standard and are computationally intense, would benefit from the 

flexibility of software solution enabling them to be updated with emerging technology.  
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������ 6XSSRUWHG�3URILOHV�DQG�/HYHOV�
 

An MPEG-4 decoder must be able to support its specified profile and level as well as any 

lower profile and level. As discussed in Section 2.2, the simple profile at level 0 or level 1 is 

suitable for portable handheld applications, with the only difference between the two being the 

maximum number of VOP’ s supported. A simple profile at level 1 decoder must be able to 

support up to four VOP’ s, while a level 0 decoder must only support a single VOP. Level 0 is 

particularly attractive for portable handheld applications given the low likelihood of complex, 

multi-VOP image transmission. However, in order to be compatible with other vendors that 

may encode at level 1 with only a single VOP, it may be prudent to support level 1 decoding.  

 

Figure 5-1 shows a simple block diagram of the proposed hardware/software boundary 

(dashed line) and the algorithms that are required for decoding a simple profile MPEG-4 video 

stream. Some of the algorithms contained within the software boundary were analysed in 

Chapter 4, while many of the rest are analysed here. It is obvious that the MPEG-4 video 

decoder is considerably simpler than the encoder as motion compensation is much less 

complicated than motion estimation.  

 

Figure 5-1 Schematic diagram of simple MPEG-4 decoder showing software boundary 
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���� 'HFRGLQJ�$OJRULWKPV�
 

The algorithms analysed in this section form the basis of the MPEG-4 video decompression 

scheme. These algorithms demand the bulk of the computational requirements of the decoder 

and must be implemented within the specified 60 Mcycle budget. Figure 5-2 shows the 

estimated relative costs of the decoding algorithms analysed. Some of the algorithms analysed 

do not represent a significant part of the decompression scheme and therefore do not have 

individual blocks in Figure 5-1, however, due to the potential high computational cost 

illustrated in Figure 5-2, have been evaluated in this section. The code listings for the 

algorithms analysed can be found in Appendix A.  

 

Figure 5-2 Estimated relative computational costs of MPEG-4 video decoding algorithms 

 

������ 9DULDEOH�/HQJWK�'HFRGH�
 

MPEG-4 uses a three-dimensional variable length code that incorporates run-length coding 

with variable length coding to encode transform coefficients. Each code represents an EVENT, 

which is a combination of three parameters. LAST signifies whether or not there are more non-
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zero coefficients in the block, RUN indicates the number of zero valued coefficients preceding 

the current non-zero term, and LEVEL is the magnitude of the coefficient. A single bit suffix 

indicates the sign of the coefficient, with 1 corresponding to a negative value and 0 for a 

positive value [5]. MPEG-4 contains many tables of variable length codes for different types 

of block and different types of data, such as motion vectors, texture data and shape coding 

data. When the MPEG-4 parameter, short_video_header == 1, only one table is required to 

encode and decode all texture data and another for motion vectors, simplifying the process 

considerably.  

 

The symbols used in the MPEG-4 variable length codes carry no information about the events 

they represent and therefore must be decoded using lookup tables. The success of variable 

length coding at reducing the amount of data that must be transmitted derives from the fact 

that frequently occurring events are encoded with short symbols, while less frequently 

occurring events are assigned longer symbols. This characteristic can be utilised to reduce the 

computational cost of decoding frequently occurring codes by searching through the lookup 

table in order of increasing code length. Performing the variable length decode in this manner 

ensures that, in the vast majority of cases, the computational cost is very low, typically less 

than 1 Mcycle, however it is theoretically possible for it to skyrocket in very extreme cases to 

approximately 20 Mcycles.  

  

Although the individual symbols are each shorter than 16-bits, they are not word aligned in the 

bitstream, necessitating numerous bit manipulation operations to extract and evaluate them. 

The symbols are extracted by passing the bitstream into memory and then sorting through it, 

16-bits at a time. Each 16-bit word is analysed by rotating it left through the carry bit and 

pushing the most significant bit each time to the least significant bit of an accumulator. The 

resulting symbol, reconstructed in the accumulator, is compared to appropriate length symbols 

in a lookup table and if a match is made it is decoded, otherwise another bit is added. This 

process, which is illustrated in Figure 5-3, continues until the end of the 16-bit word is 

reached, where another chunk of memory is retrieved and the decoding resumes. The variable 

length decoding operation uses predominantly non-8-bit values and therefore is unsuitable for 

acceleration with the video PowerPlug module defined.  
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Figure 5-3 Variable length decoding operation 

 

The variable length decoding operation is heavily content dependent and therefore it is 

difficult to determine typical computational costs and memory requirements. In the best 

possible case, the blocks of transform coefficients are all zero valued and need only be 

represented by a single code, resulting in a very small computational cost. However, in the 

worst-case all the coefficients are non-zero and high valued requiring significant computation. 

A simple simulation performed in Matlab to gauge typical requirements used 10 luminance 

frames from a QCIF video clip with substantial movement. The frames were motion 

estimated, transformed and quantised in accordance with the MPEG-4 standard and the results 

presented in Table 5-1. 

 

The results in Table 5-1 show that in a real video sequence, there are often only one or two 

coefficients that require variable length coding in each block, and they are small valued. 

Taking a reasonable estimate of one coefficient per block, with the median value of 3, a 7-bit 

symbol would be required followed by a 15-bit code containing the EVENT, as no code exists 

for this particular situation. In this case, the total computational cost of decoding an entire 

frame would be 0.7 Mcycles. 
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Table 5-1 Summary of simulation results for variable length decoding. 

 

 

In MPEG-4, variable length coding is coupled with run-length coding to reduce the length of 

the transmitted bitstream. Frequently occurring values and combinations of values in the 

transform coefficient blocks are coded with short symbols, while longer symbols are 

employed for less frequently occurring combinations. The computational cost of the variable 

length decode operation is heavily content dependent, however a simple simulation showed 

that the typical cost is likely to be approximately 1 Mcycle for both the reconfigurable Carmel 

20xx and the non-reconfigurable Carmel 10xx.  

 

������ 'HTXDQWLVDWLRQ�
 

Dequantisation was analysed with the encoding algorithms in Section 4.2 as it is used in both 

the MPEG-4 video encoder and decoder. For applications with limited computational 

resources, such as portable real-time visual communications devices, the H.263 

quantisation/dequantisation scheme is used, as it is much simpler than the MPEG-4 version. 

Dynamic reconfigurability does not provide any performance improvements for the 

dequantisation algorithm, as it predominantly requires non-8-bit operations, and the memory 

Frame 
max absolute 

value
Sum of all 

values in frame
Avg sum per 

8x8 block

3 2 499 1.0

4 2 842 1.7

5 2 287 0.6

6 3 764 1.5

7 3 420 0.8

8 2 634 1.3

9 2 525 1.1

10 3 756 1.5

11 3 798 1.6

12 4 846 1.7

Total 4 6371 1.3
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requirements are insignificant. The Carmel processors require 1.1 Mcycles to dequantise a 10 

fps QCIF video session.  

 

������ ,QYHUVH�'LVFUHWH�&RVLQH�7UDQVIRUP�
 

The IDCT was also analysed with the encoding algorithms as it is used in both the MPEG-4 

video encoder and decoder, and is very similar to the forward transform. Making use of the 

symmetries present in the coefficient matrix, the computational requirements for the algorithm 

were reduced from a theoretical 12.1 Mcycles on a dual execution-unit processor to 3.4 

Mcycles for a 10 fps QCIF video stream. The MAC oriented, non-8-bit nature of the 

transforms, coupled with the memory bandwidth limits of the Carmel processors precluded the 

IDCT algorithm from any further performance improvement by dynamic reconfiguration of 

the Carmel 20xx.  

 

������ 0RWLRQ�&RPSHQVDWLRQ�
 

Motion Compensation, unlike motion estimation, is not a complex algorithm and requires little 

in the way of computational resources. The motion compensation algorithm reconstructs the 

current frame by simply taking the decoded residual macroblocks and adding them to the 

macroblocks from the previous frame pointed to by the motion vectors. The following code 

fragment shows the inner loop kernel for the motion estimation algorithm on the Carmel 10xx, 

where N=16 for a 16x16 macroblock.  

 

rep (N) block  { 
 rep (N) single 
 { 
  *r1++ = *r0++ + *r6++;  // current = residual + previous 
 } 
 
 r0 == r0 + rn0 || r1 == r1 + rn1;  // index to next line 
 r6 == r6 + rn6; 
} 
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Due to memory bandwidth limitation, only one pixel can be reconstructed at a time on the 

Carmel 10xx, as each pixel requires 2 reads and 1 write. With the dynamically reconfigurable 

Carmel 20xx, however, the 8-bit pixel values of the current and previous frames can be packed 

into, and unpacked from, 16-bit memory sources, accelerating the algorithm significantly. The 

code shown for the Carmel 20xx, utilising the two video PowerPlug modules performs the 

inner loop addition in half the number of cycles required by the Carmel 10xx. 

 

rep (N) block  { 
 rep (N/2) single 
 { 
  cliw _20xx_MC ( r0++, r0++, r1++, r6++) 
   { 

  plug1 *ma3h = *ma1 + *ma4h ||    // current = residual + previous 
  plug2 *ma3l = *ma1 + *ma4l; 
 }    

 } 
 
 r0 == r0 + rn0 || r1 == r1 + rn1;     // index to next line 
 r6 == r6 + rn6; 
} 

 

With the code examples shown executing the motion compensation for one macroblock, the 

resulting total computational cost for reconstructing a 10 fps QCIF session is small. The non-

reconfigurable Carmel 10xx requires 0.44 Mcycles to perform the motion compensation, while 

the Carmel 20xx consumes just 0.25 Mcycles. Like the motion estimation however, the motion 

compensation algorithm is memory intensive. The Carmel 10xx requires 114k words to buffer 

the previous, current and residual frames, while the efficient memory use enabled by the video 

PPM reduces this value to 76k words for the Carmel 20xx.  

 

������ 0DFUREORFN�3DGGLQJ�
 

When dealing with arbitrary shaped VOP’ s, the pixel values outside the object must be padded 

in a consistent manner to allow motion estimation and compensation to be performed. As this 

padding is only required for arbitrary shaped objects, it is applicable to the MPEG-4 simple 

profile at level 1, but not to level 0, with just a single VOP. A macroblock that lies on the VOP 

boundary is padded by replicating the boundary samples of the VOP towards the exterior. This 
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process is divided into horizontal repetitive padding and vertical repetitive padding. Extended 

padding fills the remaining macroblocks that are completely outside the VOP, but within its 

bounding rectangle. Only the horizontal repetitive padding algorithm has been analysed here, 

as vertical repetitive padding and extended padding rely on similar algorithms and will have 

similar results. 

 

Horizontal repetitive padding involves replicating each sample at the boundary horizontally 

left and/or right in order to fill the transparent region outside the VOP of a boundary 

macroblock.  If there are two boundary sample values for filling a sample outside of a VOP, 

the two boundary samples are averaged [9]. The process is carried out for every line with at 

least one shape sample inside the VOP. Due to the reliance on the pixel values and shape 

information of each VOP, the computational cost of horizontal repetitive padding is heavily 

content dependent. 

 

In order to perform horizontal repetitive padding, each pixel value and its associated binary 

shape value of each line of a given macroblock must be processed. This task coupled with the 

content dependent nature of the algorithm means that the computational cost of the process is 

highly variable and in the worst case situation can be very large.  

 

The code for the horizontal repetitive padding process has not been tested, but the concept is 

very simple. The first binary alpha sample of each row of each macroblock is modified, so that 

each of the 16-bits represents the 16 binary alpha samples in the rest of the row. The 

remaining alpha samples each occupy a 16-bit data word. The padding process is carried out 

row-by-row for a given macroblock, with the initial step being to test the first binary alpha 

sample of the row to discover if any shape samples are present in the row. If shape samples are 

detected, the algorithm steps through the line of samples, leaving opaque pixel values 

untouched, but calculating and applying appropriate values to transparent pixels. 

 

The computational costs of the best and worst-case situations for macroblock padding differ 

tremendously.  The best case, apart from not having to perform the operation, is for the scene 

to be constructed from well-behaved, rectangular VOP’ s. In this situation, the horizontal 
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repetitive padding algorithm would require just 0.2-0.5 Mcycles, with vertical repetitive 

padding incurring a similar cost and extended padding needing a fraction of this amount. In 

the worst possible case, every macroblock would contain a fractal like shape, maximizing the 

number of boundary pixels that would need processing. In this extreme situation, depending 

on the size and shape of the VOP’ s, up to 20 Mcycles could be required to perform the 

macroblock padding. This large, content dependent variation in cycle cost makes it difficult to 

evaluate the impact of dynamic reconfigurability and to determine whether the algorithm will 

fit within the allocated cycle budget, leaving three possible options: 

 

1. Implementing a simple profile at level 0 decoder, thereby eliminating the need for 

macroblock padding altogether. 

2. Using dedicated hardware to perform the padding, or a part of it.  This option ensures 

that the decoder to be 100% standard compliant, even though the hardware may never 

be utilised. 

3. Implementing the padding algorithm in software and allowing a maximum limit on the 

number of cycles that can be dedicated to macroblock padding. With this option, the 

decoder is not 100% standard compliant and may produce erroneous results should an 

extremely complex video stream arrive. However, in the vast majority of cases the 

video streams would be decoded correctly.  

 

The system designer must select an option based on the requirements of the application. If it 

must be 100% standard compliant, option 3 is unacceptable because although it would perform 

correctly in the vast majority of cases, it may produce erroneous results for extremely 

complicated video streams. The first option is the simplest to implement and may be the best 

choice as it does not require the introduction of dedicated hardware and still leaves the 

decoder standard compliant, however at a slightly lower level. The second option incurs 

addition cost and power usage, and reduces the flexibility of the solution for something that 

may never actually be required. It should be noted that if macroblock padding were to be 

accelerated with dedicated hardware, it is an algorithm that is not likely to evolve and does not 

explicitly impact on video quality.  
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Macroblock padding is required when a video stream with multiple VOP’ s must be decoded. 

In order to perform the motion estimation and compensation on individual VOP’ s in a 

consistent manner, the transparent pixels within the bounding rectangle of a VOP must be 

padded. This padding is heavily content dependent and may require anything from 0.5 

Mcycles up to 20 Mcycles, in an extreme case. There are three available choices for dealing 

with the uncertainty in cycle cost, with the easiest and perhaps most suitable solution being to 

support only simple profile at level 0 decoding, thereby eliminating the need to perform the 

padding altogether. The decision however, is entirely up to the system designer and their 

specific application requirements. 

 

������ 'HEORFNLQJ�)LOWHU�
 

The deblocking filter is a post-processing filter designed to improve the quality of the output 

video sequence. The deblocking filter smoothes the transitions between adjacent macroblocks 

to prevent a ‘blocky’  image on reconstruction. The filter operations are performed along the 

8x8 block edges of luminance and chrominance data. One of two smoothing filters is selected 

by a threshold comparison. The sum of the differential gradients of the five pixels either side 

of the block boundary is evaluated and compared to a predetermined threshold value. If the 

region is smooth, the DC offset mode is applied; otherwise the default mode is used [5].  

 

An analysis of the algorithms shows that, given one line of 10 pixels spanning a block 

boundary, the initial gradient analysis can be performed by the Carmel 10xx in 16 cycles. The 

default smoothing filter requires a further 23 cycles, while the DC offset smoothing filter 

consumes 48 cycles. A QCIF frame contains 18x22, 8x8 blocks of pixels with an associated 

752 boundaries between them. Including the chrominance blocks, 930 boundaries are present, 

each with eight lines requiring processing. In the worst case, the DC offset mode would be 

required for all pixels, which translates into 4.8 Mcycles. In the best case, with the default 

mode used for all pixels, the computational cost is 2.9 Mcycles.  
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The deblocking filter operates on 8-bit pixels values and therefore may achieve considerable 

computational cost reductions when implemented on the dynamically reconfigurable Carmel 

20xx with two of the proposed video PPMs. The gradient analysis and default filtering parts of 

the algorithm receive little benefit from the reconfigured processor as they are limited by the 

number execution unit flags available, or use predominantly MAC operations. The DC offset 

smoothing filter however, requires numerous 8-bit compares, and these are supported by the 

video PPM. Rather than the 48 cycles required for the DC offset filter on the Carmel 10xx, the 

Carmel 20xx can implement the filter in 21 cycles, the same as is required for the default filter 

resulting in a total computational cost for the deblocking filter on the reconfigurable Carmel 

20xx of 2.6 Mcycles. This reduction of 46% over the worst-case, and 10% over the best-case 

implementations on the Carmel 10xx can be attributed to reconfiguring the Carmel 20xx as a 

highly parallel 8-bit processor with the aid of two video PowerPlug modules.  

 

The deblocking filter is a post-processing filter, not required by the MPEG-4 standard, but its 

use is suggested by the inclusion of the filter definition in the standard document [5]. The 

deblocking filter removes blocking artifacts from a decoded video frame by applying adaptive 

smoothing techniques. In the worst-case implementation of the filter on the non-reconfigurable 

Carmel 10xx, a cycle cost of 4.8 Mcycles is required, while the best-case cost is 2.9 Mcycles. 

Dynamically reconfiguring the Carmel 20xx as a highly parallel 8-bit processor enables a 

uniform computational cost of 2.6 Mcycles for the filter, a reduction of 10–46%. 

 

������ 'HULQJLQJ�)LOWHU�
 

The deringing postfilter is an adaptive smoothing filter that removes any glitches or sudden 

transitions from a frame. Although it is not part of the standard and therefore not strictly 

necessary, the deringing postfilter is included with the standard for reference purposes as it is 

commonly implemented. According to the initial estimates, the deringing postfilter has the 

largest computational cost of any single decoding algorithm. Figure 5-4 shows the basic 

operations performed in the filter on each macroblock. Within the filter, the macroblocks are 

processed as 8x8 pixel blocks.  
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Figure 5-4 Basic operations of the deringing postfilter 

 

The threshold acquisition function determines the maximum and minimum pixel values in 

each 8x8 block and uses these values to calculate a threshold value. Index acquisition uses the 

threshold value to form a binary index matrix in which a value of 1 is assigned to a pixel value 

greater than the threshold, while 0 means the value is lower. A 2-D FIR filter is then applied to 

each pixel in which the pixel itself and the eight neighbouring pixels all have indices of one, 

and the clipping process limits the maximum difference between the original and filtered 

values. The following Carmel 10xx code finds the maximum and minimum 8-bit values from 

an 8x8 block, the main calculation required in the threshold acquisition. In this case, two 8-bit 

values are concatenated and stored in each 16-bit memory location, necessitating a shift to 

extract the data. Excluding overhead, it can be seen that for each block of N=64, 257 cycles 

are required resulting in a total of 1.5 Mcycles for the entire frame.  

 

 

Threshold 
Acquisition 

Index 
Acquisition 

Adaptive Filtering 

Adaptive 
Smoothing 

Clipping 
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a0h = *r2<<a3l || a1h = *r7;   //Initialising a1 and a0 can put any large values in a1 as 
a0l =  *r2<<a3h || a1l = *r7;   // finding min. Shift values in a3hl -> shift a 24bit operation 
 
rep(N/2) block  {      
 a2h = *r2<<a3l;    //Obtaining values from data memory 
 a2l = *r2++<<a3h; 
 max(a0h,a2h) || min(a1h,a2h);   

max(a0l,a2l) || min(a1l,a2l); 
} 
 
a0l = a0l<<a3l;      //Shifting 8-bit values for comparison 
a1l = a1l<<a3l;      //against values in AnH 
 
max(a0h,a0l) || min(a1h,a1l);    //Final comparison 

 

Predominantly dealing with 8-bit values, significant performance improvements can be 

realised by implementing the threshold acquisition function on the dynamically reconfigurable 

Carmel 20xx with two video accelerating PowerPlug modules. The PowerPlug modules have 

specific instructions for performing comparisons of 8-bit values packed into 16-bit memory 

words, thereby enabling the DSP to behave as though it were a highly parallel 8-bit processor.   

 

The Carmel 20xx, with video accelerating PPMs, can perform the threshold acquisition for an 

8x8 block of pixels in 24 cycles, a reduction of 91% over the 257 cycles required by the non-

reconfigurable processor. The following Carmel 20xx code fragment shows the threshold 

acquisition operation on the reconfigurable processor. 

 

rep(4)  block  { 
cliw ppcmp(r2++, r7++)   //PP max/min functions compare 2 pairs of 8-bit numbers 

         {                                                       // held in 2 16-bit numbers, returning results in a 16-word 
                plug1 ppmax(pa0h, *ma1) || ppmax(pa0l, *ma2)|| 
  plug2 ppmin(pa1h, *ma1)|| ppmin(pa1l, *ma2); 

} 
} 
cliw ppcmp2(r2, r7) //Using the  PP max/min functions to reduce the resulting  
 {                                      //4 8-bit max and min’s down to 2 of each before writing out 

plug1 *ma1 = ppmax(pa0h, pa0l)|| 
 plug2 *ma2 = ppmin(pa1h, pa1l); 
} 
a2h = extractz(*r2,a0);  //Extracting the 2 max’s to a2 for comparison 
a2l = extractz(*r2,a1); 
  
a3h = extractz(*r7,a0);  //Extracting the 2 min’s to a3 for comparison 
a3l = extractz(*r7,a1); 
 
max(a2h,a2l) || min(a3h,a3l); // Final comparison  
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Analysing the other algorithms that make up the deringing postfilter shows that the impact of 

the dynamically reconfigurable processor is not limited to the threshold acquisition. With the 

flag-write-to-memory and pixel filtering instructions, the index acquisition and adaptive 

smoothing algorithms can also be performed much more efficiently. In forming the binary 

index matrix, rather than the two cycles required to compare and write for two pixels on the 

Carmel 10xx, the video PPM facilitates the writing of flag values, 0 or 1, directly to memory. 

This approach enables two pixels to be compared and the indices written to memory in a 

single cycle. The binary coefficients of the 9-tap adaptive filter coupled with the 8-bit pixel 

values enable the first-order smoothing filter in the PPM to filter two pixels per cycle, as the 

pixels values need only be shifted and accumulated to perform the convolution. The filtering 

technique, illustrated in Figure 5-5, requires just 34 cycles per 8x8 block rather than the 320 

necessary with the Carmel 10xx. The overall computational cost of the deringing postfilter is 

9.7 Mcycles when implemented on the non-reconfigurable Carmel 10xx, but only 0.9 Mcycles 

with the dynamically reconfigurable Carmel 20xx, a reduction of 91%. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-5 Operation of single cycle dual pixel filter. 
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The deringing filter, like the deblocking filter is a post-processing filter, not required by the 

MPEG-4 standard, but its use is suggested by the inclusion of the filter definition in the 

standard document [5]. In addition, it is likely that without this filter, decoded video quality 

will be significantly degraded. The deringing filter is an adaptive smoothing filter for 

removing glitches within a block. The filter requires 9.7 Mcycles when implemented on the 

non-reconfigurable Carmel 10xx, but only 0.9 Mcycles with the dynamically reconfigurable 

Carmel 20xx, a reduction of 91% enabled by reconfiguring the DSP as a highly parallel 8-bit 

processor. 

 

���� 6XPPDU\�
 

Initial estimates suggested that the decoder would require 244 MIPS, roughly translating into 

150 Mcycles on a Carmel core. These estimates were based on an early, unoptimised C 

implementation of the codec on a high performance 32-bit floating-point RISC processor and 

have been demonstrated to be incorrect. The 16-bit fixed-point Carmel processors, with their 

complex instruction set are able to perform the necessary operations in a much more efficient 

manner, reducing the total computational cost of the decoder dramatically.  

 

The impact of dynamic reconfigurability on the algorithms has been to reduce the 

computational cost and memory requirements over the non-reconfigurable processor primarily 

where non-MAC based 8-bit operations are required. For the MPEG-4 decoder, the algorithms 

accelerated by the reconfigurability have included the motion compensation, the deblocking 

filter and the deringing filter. The remaining algorithms require greater than 8-bit precision to 

be maintained or MAC-based operations. The computational requirements of the MPEG-4 

encoding algorithms are summarized in Table 5-2. 
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Table 5-2 Summary of computational requirements of MPEG-4 decoding algorithms 

 

Best Worst Best Worst
Variable Length 

Decode
1.0 20.0 1.0 20.0

Dequantisation 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

IDCT 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4

Motion 
Compensation

0.44 0.44 0.25 0.25

Deblocking Filter 2.9 4.8 2.6 2.6

Deringing Filter 9.7 9.7 0.9 0.9

Macroblock 
Padding

0.0 20.0 0.0 20.0

Decoding 
Algorithms 

Carmel 20xx (Mcycles)Carmel 10xx (Mcycles)
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With the rapid growth and advances in technology of the portable wireless communications 

market, additional features are being added to these devices to increase functionality beyond 

just a simple telephone. The MPEG-4 video standard is emerging as the predominant format 

for real-time visual communications for these applications. In order to meet the stringent low 

power requirements of these systems, the 8-bit video codec must be efficiently implemented 

on a standard 16-bit telecom DSP, while retaining flexibility and meeting a specified cycle 

budget. Dynamic reconfigurability is technology that enables these goals to be met. 

 

Systems such as MPEG-4 can be implemented entirely on dedicated hardware, as fully 

programmable applications, or a combination of both. Each implementation has advantages 

and disadvantages depending on the capabilities of the components and the intended use of the 

system. Hardware often provides the most efficient use of computational power as it is 

designed for a single task. Software, on the other hand, allows greater flexibility with the 

ability to easily modify and upgrade the algorithms should new technology or standards arise. 

In addition, specific hardware can require significantly increased die space if it is used for 

each application in a multi-application system. A complete software solution is the goal in this 

situation due to the evolving nature of the MPEG-4 standard and the cost of additional 

hardware upgrades.  

 

Dynamically reconfigurable DSP’ s can be reconfigured on a cycle-to-cycle basis, during 

operation, to behave as a completely different processor. This reconfiguration can involve 

altering the number and type of execution units, changing the width and number of memory 

accesses, and expanding and enhancing the instruction set. By reconfiguring a DSP as a highly 

parallel 8-bit processor, significant reductions in the computational cost of encoding and 

decoding MPEG-4 video have been demonstrated, while retaining a programmable solution.  
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The analyses of Chapters 4 and 5 have demonstrated that dynamic reconfigurability has a 

considerable impact on the computational requirements of several computationally intense 

MPEG-4 encoding and decoding algorithms. Table 6-1 summarises the reductions in 

computational cost achieved using the dynamically reconfigurable Carmel 20xx and 

reconfiguring it as a highly parallel 8-bit processor. The algorithms in which the 

computational cost is reduced have two characteristics in common, they operate on 8-bit 

values and require predominantly non-MAC based operations. These algorithms would 

typically consume the most computation on standard telecom DSP’ s that are geared towards 

efficient MAC-based filtering and transforms. Dynamic reconfigurability is the avenue to 

increased efficiency for non-MAC and non-16-bit algorithms. 

 

Table 6-1 Summary of the impact of dynamic reconfigurability 

 

 

A large proportion of the encoding and decoding algorithms analysed are not present in Table 

6-1, as they derive no benefit from implementation on the dynamically reconfigurable 

processor. Table 6-1 shows the results for only those algorithms that achieve significant 

acceleration. These algorithms, however, constitute a large proportion of the total 

computational cost of implementing the MPEG-4 video codec. 

 

Although digital video utilises 8-bits to represent pixel values, much of the processing 

required by the MPEG-4 standard is done at a higher precision to reduce error accumulation 

and propagation. Figure 6-1 shows the precision demanded by the standard for the encoding 

Algorithm
Carmel 10xx 

(Mcycles)
Carmel 20xx 

(Mcycles)
Reduction 

(%)
Best 6.2 4.3 30.6

Worst 10.5 7.2 31.4

Best 0.44 0.25 43.2

Worst 0.44 0.25 43.2

Best 9.7 0.9 90.7

Worst 9.7 0.9 90.7

Best 2.9 2.6 10.3

Worst 4.8 2.6 45.8

Motion Estimation

Motion 
Compensation

Deblocking Filter

Deringing Filter
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and decoding algorithms, with the higher computational costs of the shaded blocks 

ameliorated by dynamic reconfigurability. Although it appears from the figure that 

quantisation has an 8-bit output, and should therefore benefit from the reconfigurability, the 

operations throughout the algorithm are performed on higher precision values with the results 

clipped before they are passed on. The dequantisation algorithm on the other hand consists of 

8x16-bit MAC operations. The algorithms not present in Table 6-1, such as 

quantisation/dequantisation and DCT/IDCT require operations on data with greater than 8-bit 

precision and therefore the ability to reconfigure the DSP, as a highly parallel 8-bit processor 

is superfluous.  

 

 

Figure 6-1 Data precision during MPEG-4 encode and decode operations 

 

It is evident from Figure 6-1 that very few of the MPEG-4 encoding and decoding algorithms 

benefit from dynamic reconfigurability, bringing its value into question. Incorporating more 

features into the PowerPlug module to increases the scope of the reconfigurability is not 

necessarily a good idea, as it reduces the flexibility of the unit by making it too specific to 

video, particularly MPEG-4, decoding and increases the silicon die size and hence power 

consumption. These tradeoffs can be summarised: 

 

• Increasing functionality and focus of the proposed video PowerPlug module increases 

the number of MPEG-4 video encoding and decoding algorithms that can be 

accelerated 
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• By focusing the PowerPlug module, and hence reconfigurability, towards MPEG-4 

video encoding and decoding, the flexibility of the unit is reduced  

• With increased functionality, the required silicon die size and power consumption of 

the PowerPlug module rises. 

 

Specifying the PowerPlug module to achieve the desired result is a matter of striking a suitable 

balance between functionality, flexibility and focus. Although the proposed video PPM only 

influences a few algorithms, they constitute a large percentage of the overall cycle cost of the 

MPEG-4 codec, and therefore the benefits are magnified to a level where they are worthwhile, 

without compromising flexibility and power consumption. Tables 6-2 and 6-3 show the best, 

worst and typical computational costs of MPEG-4 video encoding and decoding algorithms, 

where the worst case, which includes macroblock padding in the decoder, is extremely rare 

and not likely to ever occur in operation, and the best case will generally not transpire either. 

The typical computational costs are based on simple profile at level 0 and level 1 decoders, 

with cycle costs estimated where necessary.  

 

It can be seen in Table 6-2 and Table 6-3 that dynamic reconfigurability enables the 60 

Mcycle budget to be easily met in the vast majority of situations, where otherwise it would 

not. In the typical case, the dynamically reconfigurable Carmel 20xx can perform duplex 

MPEG-4 video encoding and decoding well within the cycle budget. Duplex video enables the 

user to both view and transmit video sequences in real-time, as in two-way video telephony. In 

the worst-case situation, the Carmel 20xx can encode or decode within the budget, but not 

both simultaneously, while the Carmel 10xx is limited to simplex video encoding or decoding 

in the vast majority of instances, however, in the worst-case scenario, the decode exceeds the 

60 Mcycle budget.  

 

The category labelled ‘Others,’  in Table 6-2 and Table 6-3, contains many of the remaining 

small control and processing algorithms that were not analysed individually, such as variable 

length encoding and bitstream parsing. The total computational cost of ‘Others’  is estimated 

from the relative costs of the analysed algorithms with reference to Section 2.5. Not all of 

these algorithms are used in every case.  
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Table 6-2 Computational costs of MPEG-4 encoding algorithms 

 

 

Table 6-3 Computational costs of MPEG-4 decoding algorithms 

 

 

It appears from the limited information available that most DSP vendors are currently offering 

hardware-assisted MPEG-4 video solutions [2,3,4]. Although offering excellent cycle 

efficiency and power consumption figures, hardware based, or hardware assisted solutions 

lack the flexibility to be able to keep up with this ever-evolving standard. Dynamic 

reconfigurability enables a fully programmable MPEG-4 video solution to be realised within 

the 60 Mcycle budget. All of the algorithms that are likely to evolve with improvements in the 

Best Typical Worst Best Typical Worst

Others 12 12 12 12 12 12

Motion Esitmation 6.2 8.0 10.5 4.3 5.5 7.2

DCT 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4

IDCT 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4

Quantisation 3.3 3.9 4.2 3.3 3.9 4.2

Dequantisation 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

Motion Compensation 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.25 0.25 0.25

TOTAL 29.8 32.2 35.0 27.8 29.6 31.6

Encoding Algorithms 
Carmel 10xx (Mcycles) Carmel 20xx (Mcycles)

Best L0 Typical L0 Typical L1 Worst L1 Best L0 Typical L0 Typical L1 Worst L1

Others 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Deringing Filter 9.7 9.7 9.7 9.7 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

IDCT 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4

Deblocking Filter 2.9 3.9 3.9 4.8 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6

Dequantisation 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

Variable Length 
Decode

0.7 1.0 1.0 20.0 0.7 1.0 1.0 20.0

Motion Compensation 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

Macroblock Padding 0.0 0.0 1.5 20.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 20.0

TOTAL 28.2 29.5 31.0 69.4 19.0 19.3 20.8 58.3

Decoding Algorithms 
Carmel 10xx (Mcycles) Carmel 20xx (Mcycles)
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standard are fully programmable and as a result the ability to easily and cheaply upgrade this 

application is facilitated. 

 

Dynamic reconfigurability not only reduces the computational costs of the MPEG-4 video 

encoder and decoder, but also the memory requirements. Aside from reconfiguring the DSP as 

a highly parallel 8-bit processor, it facilitates 8-bit memory accesses, improving the efficiency 

of the memory usage. Improved memory utilisation is a significant benefit of the 

reconfigurability, as MPEG-4 encoders and decoders are required to buffer at least three 

frames of data, which demands a considerable amount of RAM, with concomitant die size and 

power consumption costs. Table 6-4 summarises the estimated memory requirements for the 

entire encode and decode operation. The 8-bit memory access enabled by the dynamically 

reconfigurability achieves a reduction in the required data memory of 33%, from 344k words 

to 230k words.  

 

Table 6-4 Estimated data memory requirements for QCIF MPEG-4 video encode and 
decode operations 

 

 

Dynamic reconfigurability, with the aid of the proposed video PowerPlug module, enables a 

DSP to be reconfigured on a cycle-to-cycle basis as a highly parallel 8-bit processor, without 

compromising the processor’ s flexibility. Although the reconfigurability affects only a 

minority of the MPEG-4 encoding and decoding algorithms, they represent a large percentage 

Algorithm
Carmel 10xx 

(k words)
Carmel 20xx 

(k words)
Motion 

Estimation
114 76

Motion 
Compensation

114 76

Decode
Motion 

Compensation
114 76

DCT 1 1

IDCT 1 1

TOTAL 344 230

Shared

Encode
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of the overall computational cost of the codec. It has been shown that dynamic 

reconfigurability enables the total computational cost to be reduced by approximately 20% for 

the typical operation of MPEG-4 simple profile at level 0 and level 1 video codecs, with a 

fully programmable solution offering the flexibility to adapt and evolve with the standard. In 

addition, the memory requirements are also reduced by 33% from 344k words to 230k words. 

Dynamic reconfigurability is not limited to the Carmel processors with a specific PowerPlug 

module, but can be implemented on similar DSP’ s from other vendors using tightly coupled 

co-processors. However, other DSP’ s do not have the unique plug-and-play technology of the 

PowerPlug units, so communication protocols must be implemented between the core and co-

processor.  
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The ISO MPEG-4 standard is emerging as the predominant format for portable, real-time 

visual communication devices. The MPEG-4 standard is effectively a toolbox, providing the 

system designer with a range of video compression tools that can be assembled into the 

desired application. Many of the encoding and decoding algorithms that constitute the 

standard are computationally complex and must be implemented with maximum efficiency to 

meet the stringent low power requirements of battery-powered devices. In addition, as the 

MPEG-4 video standard and associated compression technology is constantly evolving, a 

flexible software implementation is preferable over hardware or hardware-accelerated 

implementations. The aim is to facilitate efficient, flexible MPEG-4 solutions within a 60 

Mcycle budget for implementation on a multi-core, multi-application, 3G cellular phone. The 

implementation will employ 16-bit telecom DSP’ s, particularly the Infineon Carmel 10xx and 

20xx processors, with dynamic reconfigurability as an enabling technology on the Carmel 

20xx.  

 

Analysis of the encoding algorithms has shown that dynamic reconfigurability has a slight 

impact on the computational cost of a simple 10 fps QCIF MPEG-4 video encoder. In the 

typical situation, the reconfigurable Carmel 20xx performs the encoding operations in 29.6 

Mcycles compared to the 32.2 Mcycles required by the non-reconfigurable Carmel 10xx. In 

the rare, best-case situation, the Carmel 20xx requires 27.8 Mcycles while the Carmel 10xx 

requires 29.8 Mcycles, and in the extremely unlikely, worst-case scenario, 31.6 Mcycles are 

required by the Carmel 20xx compared to 35.0 by the Carmel 10xx. The average reduction is 

approximately 10%. 

 

Dynamic reconfigurability has a much greater impact on the computational cost of the MPEG-

4 decoding algorithms. Analysis has shown that in typical circumstances, a simple profile at 

level 0 decoder requires 29.5 Mcycles when implemented on the non-reconfigurable Carmel 
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10xx, and 19.3 Mcycles on the Carmel 20xx, while a level 1 decoder consumes 31.0 Mcycles 

on the Carmel 10xx and 20.8 Mcycles on the Carmel 20xx, an average reduction of 35%. In 

the best-case situation, the Carmel 10xx consumes 28.2 Mcycles compared to 19.0 Mcycles on 

the Carmel 20xx. For the rare worst-case scenario, which includes worst-case macroblock 

padding for level 1 decoding with multiple VOP’ s, the Carmel 10xx requires 69.4 Mcycles 

while the Carmel 20xx consumes 58.3 Mcycles.  

 

The resulting computational costs of the MPEG-4 video codec mean that typically, for the 

allotted cycle budget, the non-reconfigurable Carmel 10xx is limited to simplex video, while 

the reconfigurable Carmel 20xx can perform duplex video encoding and decoding. Duplex 

video enables real-time, two-way video telephony, while simplex supports encode and decode, 

but not both simultaneously. The benefits derived from dynamic reconfigurability allow the 

Carmel 20xx to simplex decode an extremely complicated, worst-case situation video 

sequence within the 60 Mcycle budget, while the non-reconfigurable Carmel 10xx cannot.  

 

Implementing MPEG-4 successfully on a standard telecom DSP for use in portable handheld 

communication devices requires the balancing of three factors, flexibility, efficiency and cycle 

cost. Dynamic reconfigurability is the technology that facilitates the minimisation of 

compromise in the design, by enabling a fully programmable simple profile at level 0 duplex 

video solution within the 60 Mcycle budget. In addition, dynamic reconfigurability enables 

reduced data memory requirements, with the Carmel 20xx requiring an estimated 230k words, 

33% less than the 344k words required by the non-reconfigurable Carmel 10xx. A 

dynamically reconfigurable DSP provides the required performance while enabling flexible, 

programmable MPEG-4 video solutions capable of easily adapting as the standard evolves. 
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These Appendices contain Carmel assembly code listings for many of the algorithms analysed 

in Sections 4.2 and 5.2.  
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The four-step search motion estimation algorithm has been completely coded and tested in for 

the Carmel 10xx DSP. It has been tested successfully, in the current form, which operates on a 

3x3 array of 4x4 pixel macroblocks. The modified SAD_Calculation() function is supplied for 

the Carmel 20xx with two video accelerating PowerPlug modules. 
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/******************************************************************************/ 
//      MPEG-4 Motion Estimation 
//       C Pretty Feb 2002 
 
// This program performs a 4 step search motion estimation for a 12x12 pixel 
// frame as a single VOP for use with MPEG-4 v2.0. It is for a simple profile  
// at level 1. The input will be 2 frames, a current frame - to be predicted 
// and a previous, reference frame. The output will be 12 motion vector 
// components, x and y and a frame of residual values to reconstruct the current 
// frame. 
// to modify for real use, change 1st 3 values below and feed data in where previous  
// and current mem data is at present 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
value width = 12;      // Frame size 
value height = 12; 
value N = 4;       // macroblock (MB) = NxN pixels 
value half_N = N/2; 
value num_MB_width = (width/N);       
value num_MB_height = (height/N); 
value MB_jump = width*(N-1); 
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value MB_index = width - N;       // hN = N/2, MB_index = Width - N 
 
value initial_search_pts = 9; 
value centre_search_pts = 8; 
value corner_search_pts = 5; 
value side_search_pts = 3; 
 
value last_MB_addr = width*(height - N +1)-N+current; 
value top_left_corner_addr = 0+current; 
value top_right_corner_addr = (width - N)+current; 
value bot_left_corner_addr = width*(height - N)+current; 
value bot_right_corner_addr = width*(height - N +1)-N+current; 
 
const bdp int zero = 0;           // BDP constants 
const bdp int one = 1; 
 
const adp int azero = 0;           // ADP versions to prevent mem clashes 
const adp int aone = 1; 
 
cliw _sad(int, int, int, int)        // CLIW Prototype       
     {            // Difference calculated and     
       a0l = *ma1 - *ma3|| a2 += abs(a0l) ||     // |diff| stored from last cycle 
       a1l = *ma2 - *ma4|| a3 += abs(a1l);  
     }; 
 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".current_frame_data", _data, _ADP AT 0x28   // had to define all 
#pragma SECT ".current_frame_data" // ADP mem so stack didn’t 

//overwrite it! 
// Section for adding current frame data to store into A data memory. Order of  
// storage is left-right, top-bottom for pixels within MBs and left-right,   
// top-bottom for MBs themselves within the frame. 
 
int current[] =  {i \ i <- {0.0, 1.0 .. 143.0}};       // Test values for SAD 
  
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".previous_frame_data", _data, _BDP // Must have diff mem souces 
#pragma SECT ".previous_frame_data"     // else cant read 4 at a time   
   
 
// Section for adding previous frame data to store into B data memory. Order of  
// storage is left-right, top-bottom for pixels within MBs and left-right,   
// top-bottom for MBs themselves within the frame. 
 
int previous[] = {i \ i <- {143.0, 142.0 .. 0.0}}; 
  
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".initial_search_data1", _data, _ADP AT 0xBA 
#pragma SECT ".initial_search_data1"           
 
// Initial search data in adp mem 
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int initial_diff[] =  {0, -(2*width)-2, -(2*width), -(2*width)+2, -2, 2, (2*width)-2, (2*width), (2*width)+2}; 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".initial_search_data2", _data, _BDP 
#pragma SECT ".initial_search_data2"           
 
// Initial search data in bdp mem 
 
int initial_cMVx[] =  {0, -2, 0, 2, -2, 2, -2, 0, 2};   
int initial_cMVy[] =  {0, -2, -2, -2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 2}; 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".corner_search_data1", _data, _ADP AT 0xC5 
#pragma SECT ".corner_search_data1"           
   
// corner based search data in adp mem 
 
int corner_base_cMVx[] =  {2, 2, 2, 0, -2};   
int corner_base_cMVy[] =  {-2, 0, 2, 2, 2}; 
int corner_diff[5];      // Will contain the amounts to add to MB addr to get  
         // search MBs 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".corner_search_data2", _data, _BDP 
#pragma SECT ".corner_search_data2"           
 
// corner based search data in bdp mem 
 
int corner_cMVx[5];      // corner_cMVx = corner_base_MVx * sign(MVx)   
int corner_cMVy[5]; 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".side_search_data1", _data, _ADP AT 0xD6 
#pragma SECT ".side_search_data1"           
 
// side based search data in adp mem 
 
int side_base_cMV[] = {2, 2, 2}; 
int side_diff[3]; 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".side_search_data2", _data, _BDP 
#pragma SECT ".side_search_data2"           
 
// side based search data in bdp mem 
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int side_cMVx[3] = {-2, 0, 2}; 
int side_cMVy[3] = {-2, 0, 2}; 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".centre_search_data1", _data, _ADP AT 0xDE 
#pragma SECT ".centre_search_data1"           
 
// centre based search data in adp mem 
 
int centre_diff[8]; 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".centre_search_data2", _data, _BDP 
#pragma SECT ".centre_search_data2"           
 
// centre based search data in bdp mem 
 
int centre_cMVx[] = {-1, 0, 1, -1, 1, -1, 0, 1}; 
int centre_cMVy[] = {-1, -1, -1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1}; 

// top-bottom for MBs themselves within the frame.  
               

/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".search_validation_data", _data, _BDP 
#pragma SECT ".search_validation_data"           
 
// List of the 18 MBs that are on the sides of the Frame for use in search validation  
 
int offenders_left[9] = {0+current, width*N*1+current, width*N*2+current, width*N*3+current, 

width*N*4+current, width*N*5+current, width*N*5+current, width*N*7+current, width*N*8+current}; 
int offenders_right[9] = {width*(0*N+1)-N+current, width*(1*N+1)-N+current, width*(2*N+1)-N+current, 

width*(3*N+1)-N+current, width*(4*N+1)-N+current, width*(5*N+1)-N+current, width*(6*N+1)-
N+current, width*(7*N+1)-N+current, width*(8*N+1)-N+current};   

 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".motion_vector_data", _data, _ADP AT 0xE8 
#pragma SECT ".motion_vector_data"           
 
// Section for storing the motion vectors of MBs 
 
int motion_vectors[2];    // candidate MV for each search step 
int total_motion_vectors[2];   // Accumulated MV over entire search 
 
int motion_vector_array[((num_MB_width)*(num_MB_height)*2)]; 
int TMV_addr[1]; 
 
int current_SAD[1]; 
 
int current_addr[1];      // contains address of MB with smallest SAD  
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/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".residual_data", _data, _BDP 
#pragma SECT ".residual_data"           
 
// Section for storing the residuals of the motion estimation 
 
int resid[(width*height)]; 
int resid_addr[1]; 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT "__START", _code 
#pragma SECT "__START" 
 
// Main function - where program starts 
 
code __START() 
{ 
   
  rn5 = 1 || rn1 = 1;     
  rn0 = MB_index;   // Step value to next line of MB  
  rn4 = MB_index;   // due to L-R, T-B frame addr       
  rn2 = MB_index; 
 
   r1 = resid_addr; 
 *r1 = resid; 
   
   r1 = TMV_addr;   // TMV_addr contains the addr in mem of  
 *r1 = motion_vector_array; // motion_vector_array - which holds results 
 
 
    r1 = total_motion_vectors;  // Total MVs holds the addr of the actual total MVs 
 *r1 = 0;        // for the current search in progress 
 *(r1+rn1) = 0; 
 
 r2 = current_SAD;     // current SAD for the search in progress 
 *r2 = 0x7FFF;      // Initialise to a high value 
  
 r3 = current;      // r3 contains the start addr of the current frame 
 r7 = previous;      // r7 contains the start addr of the previous frame 
 
 
 
 rep(num_MB_height) block  // search all MBs down the frame 
 { 
  rep(num_MB_width) block // search all MBs across frame 
   { 
 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
// Perform initial search  
  
   call _Initial_Search()    // Perform initial 9 point search 
    {      // DELAY SLOTS 
    r1 = initial_cMVx;   // Point to array of candidate Motion Vectors 
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     r5 = initial_cMVy;   // Point to array of candidate Motion Vectors 
    r2 = initial_diff;    // Point to difference b/w addr of current MB 
          // and that of ref MBs for the 9 pts of  
       }      // the initial search 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
// Select 2nd search based on MVs    
// Can now clear and reuse all accumulators and registers except a1l and r3 and r7 
  
   r4 = zero;       // *r4 = 0 for comparison purposes 
   cmp(*r1, *r4) || cmp(*(r1+rn1), *r4);  //Compare values - sets flags  
           // *r1 points to mvx - *r0+rn1 to mvy 
           // *r4 contains 0 
   ce1 = (~(z1|z2));     // Set conditions for corner search  
   nop;        // Both != 0 
   ce2 = (z1^z2);      // Set conditions for side search 
   if (ce1) call _corner;     // If condition met - call function 
   if (ce2) call _side; 
    goto _last_search;     // If either above condition is met,   
           // this call is jumped through modification 
           // of the PC 
 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
// Select 3rd search based on MVs    
// Can now clear and reuse all accumulators and registers except a1l and r3 and r7 
 
   r4 = zero;       // *r4 = 0 for comparison purposes 
   cmp(*r1, *r4) || cmp(*(r1+rn1), *r4);  //Compare values - sets flags  
           // *r1 points to mvx - *r0+rn1 to mvy 
           // *r4 contains 0 
   ce1 = (~(z1|z2));     // Set conditions for corner search  
   nop;        // Both != 0 
   ce2 = (z1^z2);      // Set conditions for side search 
   if (ce1) call _corner;     // If condition met - call function 
   if (ce2) call _side; 
    nop||nop;       // Need 48-bit instr here as normally jumped 
           // but in this case must go into _centre() 
 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
// Final 8-pt centre based search    
 
_last_search: 
   call _centre      // The last search is always the centre 
   {        // based search 
       a1l = *r2;       // current SAD 
    r6 = centre_diff;    
    *r6 = width;      // borrow this for a minute - uninitialised 
   }        // so doesn’t affect anything 
          
   r1 = current_addr;     // current_addr contains winning MB 
           // address in previous frame - use it to 
           // calculate residuals before anything else 
           // can play with r0 and r4 here as they are 
           // redefined in _Initial() 
 
   r0 = *r1 || r4 == r3;     // r0 points at ref MB and r4 at current MB 
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   call _Resid_Calculation    // calculate MB of residuals 
   { 
    r1 = resid_addr; 
    r2 = *r1;      // r2 now points at correct location in resid 
    *r1 = *r1+N;     // modify for next iteration 
   } 
    
    r1 = TMV_addr;    
   r2 = *r1;       // r2 will now point at motion_vector_array 
    
   r3 == r3+N;       // change to next MB along 
    r7 == r7+N;      // placed here to prevent R/W clash of r2 
 
   *r2++ =  *r5 || *r2++ = *(r5+rn5);  // put calculated MVs -> array 
   *r1 = r2;       // store addr of next free spot in MV array 
      
   } 
 
  r1 = resid_addr; 
  *r1 = *r1 + MB_jump;     // Moves to next MB after end of row 
 
  r3 == r3 + MB_jump || r7 == r7 + MB_jump;   // Moves to next MB after end of row 
 } 
}  
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".Initial_Search", _code 
#pragma SECT ".Initial_Search" 
// This sub-function does the initial 9 point search for a current MB of address 
// r3 and corresponding reference MB of address r7 
 
code _Initial_Search() 
{ 
  
 a1 = 0x7fff;        // Set SAD initially to a high value 
   
 rep (initial_search_pts) block     // Rep (9) 
 { 
    a5l = r7 + *r2++;      // current MB addr + difference to  
             // ref MB in prev frame 
     push(r2, r5);         // keep r2 and r5 safe 
  call _Valid_Search()      // If search is valid ff2 = 1 else ff2 = 0 
  {         // DELAY SLOTS 
   a0 = 0 || r4 == r3;     // Must clear a0 each time round 
             // r4 points to current MB  
     r0 = a5l;       // r0 now contains address to ref cMB 
  }     
  pop(r2, r5);    
   
  cmp(ff2, 1);       // if search is valid -> calculate SAD 
     
    push(r0);        // Store address of cMB to stack 
    if (eq1) call _SAD_Calculation();   // If search valid - calc SAD 
  pop(r6);        // pop addr of cMB into r6 for calc of 
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           // residuals later in prog 
 
// Note: can reuse r4 and r0 here as they are reassigned at the start of the loop 
// a0 contains newly calculated SAD,  a1 contains current minimum 
    
  cmp(a0l, a1l);       // Compares current SAD to minSAD  
  full(ce1 = lt1);       // If < then write MVs to mem 
     
    a5l = r6;        // address of candidate MB 
       
  r0 = motion_vectors;     // Mem addreses where MVs written 
  r4 = motion_vectors+1; 
 
  r6 = current_addr;      // address of candidate MB in previous frame 
 
  ifexe(ce1) *r0 = *r1;      // MVx 
  ifexe(ce1) *r4 = *r5;      // MVy 
  ifexe(ce1) a1l = a0l;      // update minSAD 
  ifexe(ce1) *r6 = a5l;      // if candidate MB = winner this = its addr 
 
  r1 == r1 + 1 ||r5 == r5 + 1;     // Incrementing cMV’s along 
 } 
  
 r1 = motion_vectors;      // Point to candidate MVs 
 r5 = total_motion_vectors;     // Point to total MV’s 
 r2 = current_SAD;  
  
 return 
 {          // DELAY SLOTS     
 *r2 = a1l;          // Store winning SAD to mem for  
           // comparison with next search    
 *r5 = *r1;         // Update Total Motion Vectors 
 *(r5+rn5) = *(r1+rn1);      // Update Total Motion Vectors 
  
 
 } 
}  
/******************************************************************************/  
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".corner", _code 
#pragma SECT ".corner" 
 
// This subfunction performs a corner based search  
 
code _corner() 
{ 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
 // This bit just alters the PC so a jump can be made over the call to centre 
 // search after exiting this function 
  
 pop(r0,r4);    // Pop PC off stack 
 nop; 
 nop; 
 r4 == r4+4;     // Add 4 to it - a jump over centre calls are 2 word (48-bit)  
       // instrs therefore add 4 not just 2 
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 push(r0,r4);     // Push back on as though nothing happened 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
 // This bit calculates the corner based search MVs and the difference values 
 // to perform the search from the ref MB position 
 
 a1l = *r2 || clr(a3, a4);     // Curent SAD from last search 
 r0 = corner_base_cMVx;     // Setting regs up for calculating diff 
 r4 = corner_base_cMVy;     // and search MVs 
 r2 = corner_cMVx; 
 r6 = corner_cMVy; 
 a2h = *r1 << -1;      // a2h and a2l contains the signs of MVx and MVy 
 a2l = *(r1+rn1) << -1;     // MVs = +/- 2 shifted (divided) by 2 
  
  
     
 cliw _MVcorner(r2, r6, r4++, r0++)   // Unravel loop one cycle so initial 
     {        // values of a3 and a4 are written over 
   a3 = a2h * *ma4 || *ma1 = a3l ||  
   a4 = a2l * *ma3 || *ma2 = a4l; 
  }          
 rep (4) single 
 { 
  cliw _MVcorner(r2++, r6++, r4++, r0++) 
    {        // Calculates search MVs 
   a3 = a2h * *ma4 || *ma1 = a3l ||  // for corner search 
   a4 = a2l * *ma3 || *ma2 = a4l; 
   }              
 } 
   
 *r2 = a3l || *r6 = a4l;       // Finish writing out to mem 
 
// Search vectors have been calculated. These and the current total MVs now must 
// be combined to form the differences - the values that address the search MBs 
 
 r6 = corner_diff;       // r6 pointing at addr for differences 
 *r6 = width;        // quickly use this addr to transfer value of 
           // width into ff1  
 r2 = corner_cMVx;       // reset pointers to first values 
 r0 = corner_cMVy; 
 ff1 = *r6;         // r6 now free again - pointing to differences 
 clr(a0, a2, a3, a4);        
  
 r5 = total_motion_vectors;     // Total MVs 
   
 a4l = *r5 + *r2++ || a3l = *(r5+rn5) + *r0++;  // a3l = totMVx + search MVx 
 a4h = *r5 + *r2++ || a3h = *(r5+rn5) + *r0++;  // a4l = totMVy + search MVy 
     
 cliw _diff_corner()       // Calc 2 differences 
 { 
  a0 = a3l*ff1 + a4l ||nop ||     // a0=width*MVy + MVx     
  a2 = a3h*ff1 + a4h ||nop;     // similarly for a2 - use full precision 
 } 
  
 *r6++ = a0l||*r6++ = a2l;      // take least 16bits as likely less than 64000 
   
 a4l = *r5 + *r2++ || a3l = *(r5+rn5) + *r0++;   // Calc another diff 
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 a0 = a3l*ff1 + a4l; 
 *r6++ = a0l; 
 nop;       // Need these so theres not too many mem accesses 
 nop; 
 a4l = *r5 + *r2++ || a3l = *(r5+rn5) + *r0++;   // Last 2 diffs 
 a4h = *r5 + *r2++ || a3h = *(r5+rn5) + *r0++;  
 cliw _diff_corner() 
 { 
  a0 = a3l*ff1 + a4l ||nop ||     
  a2 = a3h*ff1 + a4h ||nop; 
 } 
  
 *r6++ = a0l||*r6++ = a2l; 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------// 
// This bit performs the search and calls the SAD calc, search validation etc 
 

// a1 already set to last SAD value at top of function 
     // r1 already pointing at motion vectors from above rn1 = 1 already 
 *r1 = 0;      // Winning SAD from last search is in a1 the corresponding 
 *(r1+rn1) = 0;      // MVs (0,0) are now in mem as initial values  
 
 r1 = corner_cMVx;     // reset pointers to initial values 
 r5 = corner_cMVy; 
    r2 = corner_diff; 
 
 rep (corner_search_pts) block   // Rep (5) 
 { 
    a5l = r7 + *r2++;    // current MB addr + difference to ref MB 
                    
  push(r2, r5); 
  call _Valid_Search()    // If search is valid ff2 = 1 else ff2 = 0 
  {       // DELAY SLOTS 
   a0 = 0 || r4 == r3;   // Must clear a0 each time round  
           // r4 points to current MB  
     r0 = a5l;     // r0 now contains address to ref cMB 
  }     
  pop(r2, r5); 
 
   cmp(ff2, 1); 
 
    push(r0);      // Store address of cMB to stack 
    if (eq1) call _SAD_Calculation(); // If search valid - calc SAD 
  pop(r6); 
 
// Note: can reuse r4 and r0 here as they are reassigned at the start of the loop 
// a0 contains newly calculated SAD,  a1 contains current minimum 
    
  cmp(a0l, a1l);     // Compares current SAD to minSAD  
  full(ce1 = lt1);     // If < then write MVs to mem 
     
    a5l = r6;      // address of candidate MB 
       
  r0 = motion_vectors;   // Mem addreses where MVs written 
  r4 = motion_vectors+1; 
 
  r6 = current_addr;      // address of candidate MB in previous frame 
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  ifexe(ce1) *r0 = *r1;    // MVx 
  ifexe(ce1) *r4 = *r5;    // MVy 
  ifexe(ce1) a1l = a0l;     //  and update minSAD 
  ifexe(ce1) *r6 = a5l;     // if candidate MB = winner this = its addr 
 
 
  r1 == r1 + 1 ||r5 == r5 + 1;    // Incrementing cMV’s along 
 } 
  
 r1 = motion_vectors;     // Point to candidate MVs 
 r5 = total_motion_vectors;    // Point to total MV’s 
 r2 = current_SAD;  
  
 
 return 
 {          // DELAY SLOTS 
 *r2 = a1l;         // Store winning SAD to mem for  
          // comparison with next search 
   *r5 += *r1;        // Update Total Motion Vectors 
 *(r5+rn5) += *(r1+rn1);     // Update Total Motion Vectors 
 } 
 
} 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".side", _code 
#pragma SECT ".side" 
 
// This subfunction performs a side based search  
 
code _side() 
{ 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
 // This bit just alters the PC so a jump can be made over the call to centre 
 // search after exiting this function 
  
 pop(r0,r4);      // Pop PC off stack 
 nop; 
 nop; 
 r4 == r4+2;      // Add 2 to it - a jump over centre calls are 2 word (48-bit)  
 push(r0,r4);      // Push back on as though nothing happened 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
 // This bit calculates the side based search MVs and the difference values 
 // to perform the search from the ref MB position 
 
 a1l = *r2 || clr(a3, a4);     // Curent SAD from last search 
         
 r5 = zero;        // *r5 = 0 for comparison purposes 
 cmp(*r1, *r5) || cmp(*(r1+rn1), *r5);   //Compare MV components to 0  
          // *r1 points to mvx - *r0+rn1 to mvy 
          // *r5 contains 0 
 full(ce1 = (neq1));      // if component != 0 then calc search MV 
 full(ce2 = (neq2));      // else leave initialised values in  
       // if last search MVx = 0 -> search MVx = [-2,0,2] 
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       // if last search MVx !=0 -> search MVx = {2,2,2]*sign(last MVx) 
       // Same for y components 
 
 r4 = side_base_cMV;  
 r2 = side_cMVx;    // Do these 4 cycles here instead of above as require 4  
 r6 = side_cMVy;    // cycles for ccfg to set for ifexe to work 
 a2h = *r1 << -1;    // a2h and a2l contains the signs of MVx and MVy 
 a2l = *(r1+rn1) << -1;   // MVs = +/- 2 shifted (divided) by 2 
  
 cliw _MVside (r2, r6, r4++)    // Calculating search MVs if last MVs !=0 
 {        // unravel loop one cycle so writing out from a3 works 
  ifexe a3 = a2h * *ma3 || ifexe *ma1 = a3l ||   // multiplying base_MVs by sign 
  ifexe a4 = a2l * *ma3 || ifexe *ma2 = a4l;    // of last search MVs 
 } 
  
 rep (2) single 
 { 
  cliw _MVside (r2++, r6++, r4++) 
  { 
   ifexe a3 = a2h * *ma3 || ifexe *ma1 = a3l || 
   ifexe a4 = a2l * *ma3 || ifexe *ma2 = a4l; 
  } 
 } 
  
 ifexe *r2 = a3l || ifexe *r6 = a4l;         
 
// Search vectors have been calculated. These and the current total MVs now must 
// be combined to form the differences - the values that address the search MBs 
 
 r6 = side_diff;        // r6 pointing at addr for differences 
 *r6 = width;        // quickly use this addr to transfer value of 
           // width into ff1  
 r2 = side_cMVx;       // reset pointers to first values 
 r0 = side_cMVy; 
 ff1 = *r6 || clr(a0, a2, a3, a4);     // r6 now free again - points to diffs 
       
  
 r5 = total_motion_vectors;     // Total MVs 
   
 a4l = *r5 + *r2++ || a3l = *(r5+rn5) + *r0++;  // a3l = totMVx + search MVx 
 a4h = *r5 + *r2++ || a3h = *(r5+rn5) + *r0++;  // a4l = totMVy + search MVy 
     
 cliw _difference()       // Calc 2 differences 
 { 
  a0 = a3l*ff1 + a4l ||nop ||     // a0=width*MVy + MVx     
  a2 = a3h*ff1 + a4h ||nop;     // similarly for a2 - use full acc for precision 
 } 
  
 *r6++ = a0l||*r6++ = a2l;      // take least 16bits as likely less than 64000 
   
 a4l = *r5 + *r2++ || a3l = *(r5+rn5) + *r0++;   // Calc another diff 
 a0 = a3l*ff1 + a4l; 
 *r6++ = a0l; 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
 // This bit performs the search and calls the SAD calc, search validation etc 
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// a1 already set to last SAD value at top of function 
// r1 already pointing at motion vectors from above rn1 = 1 already 
 *r1 = 0;     // Winning SAD from last search is in a1 the corresponding 
 *(r1+rn1) = 0;     // MVs (0,0) are now in mem as initial values  
 
 r1 = side_cMVx;   // reset pointers to first values 
 r5 = side_cMVy; 
    r2 = side_diff; 
 
 rep (side_search_pts) block  // Rep (3) 
 { 
    a5l = r7 + *r2++;   // current MB address + difference to ref MB 
                    
  push(r2, r5);   
  call _Valid_Search()   // If search is valid ff2 = 1 else ff2 = 0 
  {      // DELAY SLOTS 
   a0 = 0 || r4 == r3;  // Must clear a0 each time round   
          // r4 points to current MB  
     r0 = a5l;    // r0 now contains address to ref cMB 
  }       
  pop(r2, r5); 
   
   cmp(ff2, 1); 
 
    push(r0);      // Store address of cMB to stack 
    if (eq1) call _SAD_Calculation(); // If search valid - calc SAD 
  pop(r6); 
 
// Note: can reuse r4 and r0 here as they are reassigned at the start of the loop 
// a0 contains newly calculated SAD,  a1 contains current minimum 
    
  cmp(a0l, a1l);     // Compares current SAD to minSAD  
  full(ce1 = lt1);     // If < then write MVs to mem 
     
    a5l = r6;      // address of candidate MB 
       
  r0 = motion_vectors;   // Mem addreses where MVs written 
  r4 = motion_vectors+1; 
 
  r6 = current_addr;       // address of candidate MB in previous frame 
 
  ifexe(ce1) *r0 = *r1;    // MVx 
  ifexe(ce1) *r4 = *r5;    // MVy 
  ifexe(ce1) a1l = a0l;    //  and update minSAD 
  ifexe(ce1) *r6 = a5l;    // if candidate MB = winner this = its addr 
 
 
  r1 == r1 + 1 ||r5 == r5 + 1;   // Incrementing cMV’s along 
 } 
  
 r1 = motion_vectors;    // Point to candidate MVs 
 r5 = total_motion_vectors;   // Point to total MV’s 
 r2 = current_SAD;  
  
   return 
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 {        // DELAY SLOTS 
 *r2 = a1l;        // Store winning SAD to mem for  
         // comparison with next search          
 *r5 += *r1;        // Update Total Motion Vectors 
 *(r5+rn5) += *(r1+rn1);     // Update Total Motion Vectors 
 } 
 
} 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".centre", _code 
#pragma SECT ".centre" 
 
// This subfunction performs a centre based search  
 
code _centre() 
{ 
    r2 = centre_cMVx;     // search MVs 
 r0 = centre_cMVy; 
 ff1 = *r6 || clr(a0, a2, a3, a4); 
 
// Search vectors already known. These and the current total MVs now must 
// be combined to form the differences - the values that address the search MBs 
 
 r5 = total_motion_vectors; 
 
 rep (4) block        // always rep(4) as 2x4=8 searchs in _centre() 
 { 
  a4l = *r5 + *r2++ || a3l = *(r5+rn5) + *r0++; 
  a4h = *r5 + *r2++ || a3h = *(r5+rn5) + *r0++; 
 
  cliw _difference()      // Calc 2 differences 
  { 
   a0 = a3l*ff1 + a4l ||nop ||    // a0=width*MVy + MVx     
   a2 = a3h*ff1 + a4h ||nop;    // similarly for a2 - use full precision 
  } 
 
  *r6++ = a0l || *r6++ = a2l; 
  nop;         // To prevent R/W clashes 
  nop;         // This calculates differences correctly 
 } 
 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
// This bit performs the search and calls the SAD calc, search validation etc 
// a1 already set to last SAD value at top of function 
// r1 already pointing at motion vectors from above rn1 = 1 already 
 *r1 = 0;      // Winning SAD from last search is in a1 the corresponding 
 *(r1+rn1) = 0;      // MVs (0,0) are now in mem as initial values  
 
 r1 = centre_cMVx;    // reset pointers to first values 
 r5 = centre_cMVy; 
    r2 = centre_diff; 
 
 rep (centre_search_pts) block  // Rep (8) 
 { 
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    a5l = r7 + *r2++;   // current MB address + difference to ref MB 
                    
  push(r2, r5);       // keep r2 and r5 safe 
  call _Valid_Search()    // If search is valid r6 = 1 else r6 = 0 
  {       // DELAY SLOTS 
   a0 = 0 || r4 == r3;   // Must clear a0 each time round  
           // r4 points to current MB  
     r0 = a5l;     // r0 now contains address to ref cMB; 
  }     
  pop(r2, r5); 
 
   cmp(ff2, 1); 
 
    push(r0);      // Store address of cMB to stack 
    if (eq1) call _SAD_Calculation(); // If search valid - calc SAD 
  pop(r6);        // pop addr of candidate MB off stack into r6 
 
// Note: can reuse r4 and r0 here as they are reassigned at the start of the loop 
// a0 contains newly calculated SAD,  a1 contains current minimum 
    
  cmp(a0l, a1l);     // Compares current SAD to minSAD  
  full(ce1 = lt1);     // If < then write MVs to mem 
     
    a5l = r6;      // address of candidate MB 
       
  r0 = motion_vectors;   // Mem addreses where MVs written 
  r4 = motion_vectors+1; 
 
  r6 = current_addr;       // address of candidate MB in previous frame 
 
  ifexe(ce1) *r0 = *r1;    // MVx 
  ifexe(ce1) *r4 = *r5;    // MVy 
  ifexe(ce1) a1l = a0l;    // update minSAD 
  ifexe(ce1) *r6 = a5l;    // if candidate MB = winner this is its addr 
 
 
  r1 == r1 + 1 ||r5 == r5 + 1;   // Incrementing cMV’s along 
 } 
  
 r1 = motion_vectors;    // Point to candidate MVs 
 r5 = total_motion_vectors;   // Point to total MV’s 
 r2 = current_SAD;  
  
 
 return 
 {        // DELAY SLOTS 
 *r2 = a1l;        // Store winning SAD to mem for  
         // comparison with next search         
 *r5 += *r1;     
   *(r5+rn5) += *(r1+rn1);     // Update Total Motion Vectors 
  } 
} 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".Valid_Search", _code 
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#pragma SECT ".Valid_Search" 
// Sub-function for determining whether a proposed search is inside ref MB 
// a0l contains addr of current MB and a1LH contains addresses of x and y 
// components of candidate MV’s respecively 
 
// on entry to _Valid_Search() r1 points at MVx 
//      r5 points at MVy  
 
 
code _Valid_Search() 
{ 
  // If search is valid return ff2 = 1 
 // If search invalid return  ff2 = 0 & a0 = 7fff as want SAD high for cmp 
 
 
 r2 == r5;      // put MVy into *r2 for comparison purposes 
 r5 = azero;     // set *r5 ==> 0 also for comparisons 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
 // If MVs are zero, then search is valid 
 
 cmp(*r1, *r5) || cmp(*r2, *r5);  // compare MVx and MVy to 0 
 
 ce1 = (z1&z2);     // set ce1 = 1 if both MVx and MVy are 0 
 r5 == r2;      // reset *r5 back to MVy 
  
 if (ce1) goto _valid;    // if both MVx and MVy are 0 then return valid 
        // search 
   
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
 // If TMVy x width is less than 0 or greater than the last MB address then 
 // search is invalid 
  a3l = r3;      // Current MB address 
 a2l = current;     // Address of 1st MB 
 a3 += *r5 * width;    // search MVy * width + current MB addr 
 a5l = last_MB_addr; 
   
 cmp(a3l, a2l) || cmp(a3l, a5l); 
 if (lt1) goto _invalid; 
 if (gt2) goto _invalid;     
   
 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
 // Checks the 9 side MBs. If they have an invalid MVx component then seacrh 
 // is invalid otherwise it is good 
 
 
 a4l = r3;      // addr of current MB 
 r5 = offenders_left;    // addresses of left side MBs 
 r6 = offenders_right;    // addresses of right side MBs 
 
// 1. 
 cliw s_val (r5++, r6++)   // compare current MB address (a4l) with  
 {       // side MB addresses. If current MB is a  
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma1) ||   // side MB then check furhter still 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma2);   // else can return a valid search 
 }       // these 9 checks are not performed in a  
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        // loop as the goto branch cannot be in the  
 if (eq1) goto _left;    // last 5 instructions of a loop and so would  
 if (eq2) goto _right;    // require several NOPs - a waste of cycles 
 
// 2. 
 cliw s_val (r5++, r6++) 
 { 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma1) || 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma2); 
 } 
 
 if (eq1) goto _left; 
 if (eq2) goto _right; 
 
// 3. 
 cliw s_val (r5++, r6++) 
 { 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma1) || 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma2); 
 } 
 
 if (eq1) goto _left; 
 if (eq2) goto _right; 
 
// 4. 
  /* cliw s_val (r5++, r6++)    // Comment from here to 9. when using  
 {          // 3x3 MB array 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma1) ||    // uncomment if using 11x9 array 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma2); 
 } 
 
 if (eq1) goto _left; 
 if (eq2) goto _right; 
 
// 5. 
 cliw s_val (r5++, r6++) 
 { 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma1) || 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma2); 
 } 
 
 if (eq1) goto _left; 
 if (eq2) goto _right; 
 
// 6. 
 cliw s_val (r5++, r6++) 
 { 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma1) || 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma2); 
 } 
 
 if (eq1) goto _left; 
 if (eq2) goto _right; 
 
// 7. 
 cliw s_val (r5++, r6++) 
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 { 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma1) || 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma2); 
 } 
 
 if (eq1) goto _left; 
 if (eq2) goto _right; 
 
// 8. 
 cliw s_val (r5++, r6++) 
 { 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma1) || 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma2); 
 } 
 
 if (eq1) goto _left; 
 if (eq2) goto _right; 
 
// 9. 
 cliw s_val (r5, r6) 
 { 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma1) || 
 nop || cmp(a4l, *ma2); 
 } 
 
 if (eq1) goto _left; 
 if (eq2) goto _right; 
 
 */ 
 return 
 { 
  r6 = aone; 
  ff2 = *r6; 
 } 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
 // If the current MB is on the left border of the frame then MVx must not 
 // be negative else it will be outside the frame 
_left: 
 
 cmp(*r1, 0);    
 
 if (ge1) goto _valid; 
 if (lt1) goto _invalid; 
 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
 // If the current MB is on the right border of the frame then MVx must not 
 // be positive else it will be outside the frame 
 
_right: 
 
 cmp(*r1, 0); 
 
 if (le1) goto _valid; 
 // else will go to _invalid on next line  
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
 // If the current search is invalid set ff2 to 0 and put 0x7FFF into SAD 
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 // carrying accumulator so when it is compared at the end of the search 
 // algorithm it is not selected 
_invalid: 
 
 return 
 { 
  r6 = azero; 
  ff2 = *r6; 
  a0 = 0x7fff; 
 } 
 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
// If search is valid set ff2 to 1 but dont worry about a0 as it the appropriate 
// SAD will be calculated in _SAD_Calculation() 
 
_valid: 
 
 return  
 { 
  r6 = aone; 
  ff2 = *r6; 
 } 
 
 
} 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".SAD_Calculation", _code 
#pragma SECT ".SAD_Calculation" 
 
// Sub-function for calculating SAD of 2 MBs where addreses are supplied in r0&r4 
// r0 contains addr of ref (prev) cMB - r4 contains addr of current MB. 
// This has been tested on 7-2-02 by C Pretty 
 
 
code _SAD_Calculation() 
{ 
  
 
 push(a1);      // Pop onto stack as they will be modified during call.  
 push(a2);    
 push(a3); 
     
  rep (N)  
  { 
 clr(a1, a2, a3);     // clear now that the’ve been pushed 
 } 
  block     
  { 
   rep (half_N) single   // 256 pixels per MB processed 2 at a time 
   { 
   cliw _sad(r0++, r0++, r4++, r4++);     
  } 
   
  r0 == r0+rn0 || r4 == r4+rn4;   // FInished one line - index to next 
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 } 
    
   a2 += abs(a0l) || a3 += abs(a1l);   // last |diff| calculated 
  a0 = a2 + a3 || pop(a3);     // Total SAD stored to a0 
   
          
  pop(a2);        // Pop accumulators back off stack 
  pop(a1); 
  return; 
  
} 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".Resid_Calculation", _code 
#pragma SECT ".Resid_Calculation" 
 
// Sub-function for calculating diff of 2 MBs where addr are supplied in r0&r4 
// r0 contains addr of ref (prev) cMB - r4 contains addr of current MB. 
 
 
code _Resid_Calculation() 
{ 
   
  rep (N) block     
  { 
   rep (N) single      // 256 pixels per MB processed 2 at a time 
   { 
   *r2++ = *r4++ - *r0++;    // resid = current -previous      
  } 
   
  r0 == r0+rn0 || r4 == r4+rn4;   // Finished one line - index to next 
  r2 == r2+rn2; 
 } 
 
     
  return; 
  
} 
/******************************************************************************/ 
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The bulk of the reduction in computational cost for the dynamically reconfigurable processor 

is a result of streamlining the SAD calculation algorithm, which is presented here. The 

residual calculation also receives some improvement, and this is also included. 

 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
// The modifications to these algorithms achieve the vast majority of the cycle 
// savings for the 20xx over the 10xx. A few other cycles are saved in modifying 
// the centre, corner and initial algorithms to use 8-bit data packed into 16-bit 
// memory, but nothing compared to the savings achieved here 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".20xx_SAD_Calculation", _code 
#pragma SECT ".20xx_SAD_Calculation" 
 
// Sub-function for calculating SAD of 2 MBs where addreses are supplied in r0&r4 
// r0 contains addrs of ref (prev) cMB - r4 contains addrs of current MB. 
// This uses the video PPM with 8-bit values packed into 16-bit mem sources 
// and the quad SAD feature.  
 
code _20xx_SAD_Calculation() 
{ 
 push(a1);     // Pop onto stack as they will be modified during call.  
 push(a2);    
 push(a3); 
     
  rep (N)  
  { 
 clr(a1, a2, a3);    // clear now that the’ve been pushed 
 } 
  block     
  { 
   rep (N/4) single     // 256 pixels per MB processed 4 at a time 
   { 
   cliw _20xx_sad(r0++, r0++, r4++, r4++) 
   { 
      plug1 pa0 += abs(r0h-r4h) + abs(r0l-r4l) + abs(r0h-r4h) + abs(r0l-r4l);  
   }     
  } 
   
  r0 == r0+rn0 || r4 == r4+rn4;   // Finished one line - index to next 
 } 
   pop(a3);         
  pop(a2);        // Pop accumulators back off stack 
  pop(a1); 
  return;  
}                 
/******************************************************************************/ 
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/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".Resid_Calculation", _code 
#pragma SECT ".Resid_Calculation" 
 
// Sub-function for calculating diff of 2 MBs where addr are supplied in r0&r4 
// r0 contains addrs of ref (prev) cMB - r4 contains addrs of current MB. r0 and r4 
// have 8-bit numbers packed into them while the output is to a 16-bit number as 
// subtracting 2 8-bit numbers can result in a 9-bit number 
// CONSUMES 150 CYCLES 
 
 
code _Resid_Calculation() 
{ 
   
  rep (N) block     
  { 
   rep (N/2) single      // 256 pixels per MB processed 2 at a time 
   { 
    cliw (r2++, r2++, r4++, r0++)      // resid = current -previous   
    {           // resid stored in 16-bit mem as  
    plug1 *r2++ = *r4h - *r0h || *r2++ = *r4l - *r0l;   // can be 9-bit  
   }        // due to subtraction of 2 8-bit nums 
  } 
   
  r0 == r0+rn0 || r4 == r4+rn4;    // Finished one line - index to next 
  r2 == r2+rn2; 
 } 
 
     
  return; 
  
} 
/******************************************************************************/ 
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The following Carmel 10xx assembly code performs the motion compensation for a frame 

given the motion vectors and residuals. It has been tested successfully, in the current form, 

which operates on a 3x3 array of 4x4 pixel macroblocks as used in the motion estimation. 

 

/******************************************************************************/ 

//      MPEG-4 Motion Compensation 
//          C Pretty Feb 2002 
 
// This program motion compensation for a 144x176 pixel frame for a use with 
// MPEG-4 v2.0. It is for a simple profile at level 1. The input will be 2  
// frames, a frame of residuals and the previous, reference frame and an array 
// of 99 motion vectors arranged in pairs in consecutive mem locations with  
// MVx followed by MVy. The output will be the current frame 
 
value width = 12;         // 9 4x4 MBs 
value height = 12; 
value N = 4;          // MB = NxN pixels 
value num_MB_width = (width/N);       
value num_MB_height = (height/N); 
value MB_jump = width*(N-1); 
 
value MB_index = width - N;          // MB_index = Width - N 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".previous_frame_data", _data, _BDP // Must have diff mem souces 
#pragma SECT ".previous_frame_data"     // else cant read 4 at a time   
   
 
// Buffered previous frame 
 
int previous[] = {i \ i <- {143.0, 142.0 .. 0.0}}; 
  
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".residual_data", _data, _ADP AT 0x28   // had to define all 
#pragma SECT ".residual_data"         // ADP mem so stack didn’t  
             // overwrite it! 
               
// Transmitted residuals 
 
int residuals[] =  {i \ i <- {0.0, 1.0 .. 143.0}};     // Test values for SAD 
/******************************************************************************/ 
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/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".current_frame_data", _data, _BDP 
#pragma SECT ".current_frame_data"           
 
// Section for storing the reconstructed frame 
 
int current[(width*height)]; 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".motion_vector_data", _data, _ADP AT 0xBA 
#pragma SECT ".motion_vector_data"           
 
// The transmitted motion vectors 
 
int motion_vectors[144] =  {i \ i <- {0.0}}; 
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT "__START", _code 
#pragma SECT "__START" 
 
// Main function - where program starts 
 
code __START() 
{ 
 
 rn0 = MB_index; 
 rn1 = MB_index; 
 rn6 = MB_index; 
 
 r2 = residuals; 
 r4 = current; 
 r3 = motion_vectors; 
 r7 = previous; 
 
 r6 = current; 
 *r6 = width; 
 nop; 
 nop; 
 ff1 = *r6; 
 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
// motion_compensation algorithm begins here. the stuff above should have already  
// been setup in the decoder 
 
          // r0 points at residual array 
  
 rep (num_MB_height) block 
 { 
  rep (num_MB_width) block 
  { 
   r1 == r4 || r5 == r3+1;    // r1 -> current MB || r4 -> MVx, r5 -> MVy 
   r0 == r2; 
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   a0 = *r5*ff1 + *r3;     // a0 = MVy * width + MVx = difference 
   a0 += r7;       // a0 = difference + previous MB addr 
   nop; 
   r6 = a0l;       // r6 -> addr of reference MB 
 
   rep (N) block 
   { 
    rep (N) single 
    { 
     *r1++ = *r0++ + *r6++;  // current = residual + previous 
    } 
    r0 == r0 + rn0 || r1 == r1 + rn1;  // index to next line 
    r6 == r6 + rn6; 
   } 
   r2 == r2 + N || r3 == r3 + N;   // index to next MB along 
   r4 == r4 + N || r7 == r7 + N;    
  } 
  r2 == r2 + MB_jump || r3 == r3 + MB_jump; // index to next MB down one 
  r4 == r4 + MB_jump || r7 == r7 + MB_jump; // and at left of row 
 }  
 
 
} 
/******************************************************************************/ 
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The following Carmel assembly code performs the motion compensation for the Carmel 20xx 

processor with two video PPMs. The memory setup and initialization is the same as for the 

Carmel 10xx above. 

 

/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT "__START", _code 
#pragma SECT "__START" 
 
// Main function - where program starts 
 
code __START() 
{ 
 
 rn0 = MB_index; 
 rn1 = MB_index; 
 rn6 = MB_index; 
 
 r2 = residuals; 
 r4 = current; 
 r3 = motion_vectors; 
 r7 = previous; 
 
 r6 = current; 
 *r6 = width; 
 nop; 
 nop; 
 ff1 = *r6; 
 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
// motion_compensation algorithm begins here. the stuff above should have already  
// been setup in the decoder 
 
        
 rep (num_MB_height) block 
 { 
  rep (num_MB_width) block 
  { 
   r1 == r4 || r5 == r3+1;   // r1->current MB || r4->MVx, r5->MVy 
   r0 == r2;     // r0 -> residual array 
    
   a0 = *r5*ff1 + *r3;   // a0 = MVy * width + MVx = difference 
   a0 += r7;     // a0 = difference + previous MB addr 
   nop; 
   r6 = a0l;     // r6 -> addr of reference MB 
 
   rep (N) block 
   { 
    rep (N/2) single 
    { 
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     cliw (ppr1++, r0++, r0++, r6++)   //current = residual + prev 
     { 
      plug1 *ppr1h = *r0++ + *r6h || 
      plug2 *ppr1l++ = *r0++ + *r6l++; 
     } 
    } 
    r0 == r0 + rn0 || r1 == r1 + rn1;    // index to next line 
    r6 == r6 + rn6; 
   } 
   r2 == r2 + N || r3 == r3 + N;     // index to next MB along 
   r4 == r4 + N || r7 == r7 + N;    
  } 
  r2 == r2 + MB_jump || r3 == r3 + MB_jump;   // index to next MB down one 
  r4 == r4 + MB_jump || r7 == r7 + MB_jump;   // and at left of row 
 }  
 
 
} 
/******************************************************************************/ 
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The following Carmel 10xx code fragment makes use of the complex symmetries present in 

the coefficient matrix to perform the IDCT (and with minor modifications, the DCT) for an 

8x8 block of pixels in 580 cycles. 

 

rep (4) block {          // 4 blocks down 
 rep (4) block {         // 4 lines/block 
  clr(a0,a1,a2,a3,a4,a5) || rep (4) block  {    // 4 blocks of 16  
   rep (4) single        // 8 coeffs along 
   { 
    a0 += *r0++ * *r4++ || a1 += *r0++ * *r4++; 
   } 
   rep (3) single        // 8 coeffs along 
   { 
     a2 += *r0++ * *r4++ || a3 += *r0++ * *r4++; 
   } 
   a2 += *r0++ * *r4++ || a3 += *r0++ * *r4++;  //so rep single isn’t last instruction 
  } 
  a0 -= a1 || a1 += a0; 
  a2 += a3 || a3 -= a2; 
  *(r1+=rn1) = a1 + a2 || *(r2+=rn2) = a0 + a3;  // TT || BB 
  *(r3+=rn3) = a1 - a2 || *(r4+=rn4) = a0 - a3; // TB || BT 
 } 
 nop;            // prevents R/W clash 
} 
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The following Carmel 10xx assembly code fragment performs H.263 quantisation for INTER 

(motion predicted) 8x8 pixel blocks: 

 

ce1 = m1;      // Set conditions for conditional execution  
nop; 
ce2 = m2; 
  
rep (32) block      // Performing 2 quant at once on block of 64 values 
{ 
 clr(a0,a1,a2,a3,a4,a5) || r0 += rn0;  // Increment -> 2QP 
 
** a4 = *r0 << -1 || a0h = r7;   // Shift by 1 qives QP/2 || 
** a5 = *(r0+rn0) << -1 || a1h = r7; // dividend = 1 
** neg(a4) || neg (a5);    
 
 rep (15) single 
 { 
  a0 /= *r0 || a1 /= *(r0+rn0);    //15 iteration division 1/2QP 
 } 
   
**    a2 = abs(*r4) + a4l|| a3 = abs(*(r4+rn4)) + a5l;  // |COF| - QP/2 
   
    cliw quant1(r1, r1+rn1, r4, r4+rn4) 
    {              

        *ma1 = a2l * a0l || cmp(*ma3, ff1) ||    // (|COF|-QP/2)/2QP   
  *ma2 = a3l * a1l || cmp(*ma4, ff1) ||    // cond. For ifexe 
   nop || nop 
    } 
 
 cliw quant2(r1, r1+rn1) 
 { 
  nop || ifexe(ce1) neg(*ma1) ||     // If original COF neg -> negate 
  nop || ifexe(ce2) neg(*ma2) || 
  nop || nop 
 }     
}   
 

For INTRA (non-motion predicted) blocks, the algorithm, the lines marked with  are 

removed and D�K� �U�__�D�K� �U���is inserted as the second line in the loop. 
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The Carmel assembly code shown below performs the dequantisation for all block types in 

just 1.06 Mcycles for a 10 fps QCIF session. 

 

ce1 = ~z1;         // Set conditions for conditional execution 
nop; 
ce2 = ~z2; 
 
rep (32) block         // dequantised 2 COFs at a time 
{ 
 cliw dequant1 (r1, r1+rn1, r4, r4+rn4) 
 {          // If last loop -COF  
  a2l = *ma3 || ifexe (ce1) neg(*ma1) ||  // negate in memory.  
  a3l = *ma4 || ifexe (ce2) neg(*ma2) ||  // Read in new 2xQP  
  nop || nop 
 } 
   
 a0l = *r0++ * a2l || a1l = *r0++ * a3l;    // LEVELx2QP – set flag 
 
 ifexe (ce1) a0l = abs(a0l) + *r4 ||     // If LEVEL != 0 
 ifexe (ce2) a1l = abs(a1l) + *(r4 + rn4);   // add QP 
     
 a0 &= a2 || a1 &= a2;      // Reset last bit -> mismatch control 
 

cliw dequant2 (r1, r1+rn1, r4, r4+rn4) 
{ 
       *ma1 = a0l || a4 = *ma3 + abs(*ma3) ||  // Writes out +ve value 

             *ma2 = a1l || a5 = *ma4 + abs(*ma4) ||  // || Perfoms check on  
        nop || nop       // for mod at start of  
}          // next loop around 

   
      
   
} 
 
ifexe (ce1) neg(*r1) || ifexe (ce2) neg(*(r1+=rn1));  // Rrequire this to finish last 
           // negation as it is done once before 
           // any values are calculated���� �
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The untested Carmel assembly code for variable length decoding is shown below. It uses 

lookup tables and compares the shortest symbols first as they are the most frequent. 

 

/******************************************************************************/ 
//     MPEG-4 VLC Decode - C10xx / C20xx  
//       C Pretty Feb 2002 
 
// This program will remain untested but the concept is good for decoding 
// The MPEG-4 variable length codes for texture and can be modified for  
// Motion Vector Data easily 
 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".bitstream", _data, _ADP AT 0x20 
#pragma SECT ".bitstream"           
 
int VLC_bitstream[6] =  {0xBBFE, 0xB6CA, 0xEAD4, 0xA741, 0x8D1A, 0x5024}; 
 
// This bitstream represents an 8x8 block - 64 transform coeff values in VLC 
// The EVENTS described by the bitstream are: {001-, 011-, 002-, 021-, 031-, 041-, 
// 051-, 003-, 012-, 061-, 071-, 081-, 081-, 091-, 121- } (LAST, RUN, LEVEL, SIGN)  
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT ".VLC_lookup", _data, _BDP 
#pragma SECT ".VLC_lookup"           
 
int VLC_lookup[] = {0x2, 0x1, 0x6, 0x101, 0x7, 0x1001, 0xE, 0x0201, 0xF, 0x2}; 
 
// Lookup table of variable length codes and the corresponding EVENTS need to 
// initialise it  
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT "__START", _code 
#pragma SECT "__START" 
 
// Main function - where program starts 
 
code __START() 
{  
 ce1 == z1;    // dynamic CE mode. ce1 changes dynamically to reflect  
 ce2 == ~z2;    // the flag z1 similarly for ce2 
 r0 = VLC_bitstream; 
 r7 = VLC_lookup; 
 clr(a2, a5);     // counter 
 
_begin:  
 clr(a0); 
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 nop || testbit(*r0, 15);   // if MSB is 1 
    ifexe(ce2) setbit(a0l, 0);   // write to LSB of a0 
 rol(*r0) || inc(a5l);    // rotate MSB off reg 
    a4l = r0; 
    cmp(a5l, 16);      // if 16 rotations 
    ifexe(ce1) inc(a4l);    // move to next word of bitstream 
 ifexe(ce1) clr(a5); 
 r0 = a4l;       // else stay the same 
  
 nop; 
 rol(a0l);      // roll a0 left one for next bit 
 nop || testbit(*r0, 15); 
 ifexe(ce2) setbit(a0l, 0); 
 rol(*r0) || inc(a5l);    // rotate MSB off reg 
    a4l = r0; 
    cmp(a5l, 16);      // if 16 rotations 
    ifexe(ce1) inc(a4l);    // move to next word of bitstream 
 ifexe(ce1) clr(a5); 
 r0 = a4l; 
 
// Can now begin comparisons as the shortest VLC is 2-bits + sign 
 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
// this bit of code is for testing length 2 VLC’s only – there is only one 2-bit code 
    
 cmp(a0l, *r7);     // dont need to clear carrybit as cmp overwrites flags 
       // r7 points to LOOKUP TABLE 
if (eq1) goto _writeout;    // all I need to know about writeout at this stage 
       // is that it returns an a0 containing the next 
       // sample from r0 and r0 ready for testing and  
       // rotation into a0 to check for length 2 code 
 
 rol(a0l) || testbit(*r0, 15);   // roll a0 left one for next bit || test next bit  
 ifexe(ce2) setbit(a0l, 0);  // if it’s a 1 add to LSB of acc 
 rol(*r0) || inc(a5l);   // rotate MSB off reg 
    a4l = r0; 
    cmp(a5l, 16);     // if 16 rotations 
    ifexe(ce1) inc(a4l);   // move to next word of bitstream 
 ifexe(ce1) clr(a5); 
 r0 = a4l || r7 == r7+2;  
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
// this bit of code is for testing length 3 VLC's only 
    
 cmp(a0l, *r7);     // dont need to clearbit as cmp overwrites flags 
 if (eq1) goto _writeout;   // if the code is recognised - write out 
 
 rol(a0l) || testbit(*r0, 15);  
 ifexe(ce2) setbit(a0l, 0); 
 rol(*r0) || inc(a5l);   // rotate MSB off reg 
    a4l = r0; 
    cmp(a5l, 16);     // if 16 rotations 
    ifexe(ce1) inc(a4l);   // move to next word of bitstream 
 ifexe(ce1) clr(a5); 
 r0 = a4l || r7 == r7+2;  
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
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// this bit of code is for testing length 4 VLC’s only 
    
 cmp(a0l, *r7);     // dont need to clearbit as cmp overwrites flags 
 if (eq1) goto _writeout;   // if the code is recognised - write out 
 
 r7 == r7+2; 
 cmp(a0l, *r7);     // There are 3 possible codes of length 4  
 if (eq1) goto _writeout; 
 
 r7 == r7+2; 
 cmp(a0l, *r7);     // There are 3 possible codes of length 4  
 if (eq1) goto _writeout; 
 
 rol(a0l) || testbit(*r0, 15);  
 ifexe(ce2) setbit(a0l, 0); 
 rol(*r0) || inc(a5l);   // rotate MSB off reg 
    a4l = r0; 
    cmp(a5l, 16);     // if 16 rotations 
    ifexe(ce1) inc(a4l);   // move to next word of bitstream 
 ifexe(ce1) clr(a5); 
 r0 = a4l || r7 == r7+2;  
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
// this bit of code is for testing length 5 VLC’s only 
    
 cmp(a0l, *r7);     // dont need to clearbit as cmp overwrites flags 
 if (eq1) goto _writeout;   // if the code is recognised - write out 
 
 r7 == r7+2; 
 cmp(a0l, *r7);     // There are 3 possible codes of length 4  
 if (eq1) goto _writeout; 
 
 r7 == r7+2; 
 cmp(a0l, *r7);     // There are 3 possible codes of length 4  
 if (eq1) goto _writeout; 
 
 rol(a0l) || testbit(*r0, 15);  
 ifexe(ce2) setbit(a0l, 0); 
 rol(*r0) || inc(a5l);   // rotate MSB off reg 
    a4l = r0; 
    cmp(a5l, 16);     // if 16 rotations 
    ifexe(ce1) inc(a4l);   // move to next word of bitstream 
 ifexe(ce1) clr(a5); 
 r0 = a4l || r7 == r7+2;  
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
// Must continue this for all length VLC’s – up to 12-bits 
// it isn’t done here to save room, but it pretty much requires 
// copying and pasting code fragments from above 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
 
 goto _end;  // finish of program - dont want to do next few cycles 
  
_writeout: 
 
// This part of the code extract the EVENT and writes coefficient data to mem 
 
    r7 == r7 + 1; 
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 a1l = extractz(*r7, 8, 0);    // LEVEL 
 a1h = extractz(*r7, 6, 8);    // RUN 
 a2l = extractz(*r7, 1, 14);    // LAST 
 
 nop || testbit(*r0, 15);    // modifying for sign 
 ifexe(ce2) neg(a1l); 
 nop || testbit(a1h, 0);    // to speed things up 
 ifexe(ce2) *r1++ = 0;    // if odd number of preceeding zeros 
 a1h <<= -1;      // make even for paralell looping 
 nop; 
 rep(a1h) single 
 { 
  *r1++ = 0 || *r1++ = 0; 
 } 
 
 *r1++ = a1l; 
 cmp(a2l, 1); 
 if (eq1) call _fill_zeros; 
 
 rol(*r0) || inc(a5l);     // rotate sign off register  
 a4l = r0; 
    cmp(a5l, 16);       // if 16 rotations 
    ifexe(ce1) inc(a4l);     // move to next word of bitstream 
 ifexe(ce1) clr(a5); 
 r0 = a4l;   
     
  goto _begin;      // go back to beginning for decoding next VLC 
 
_end: 
 
} 
/******************************************************************************/ 
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The horizontal repetitive padding algorithm was coded, but not tested. The following Carmel 

assembly code performs the horizontal repetitive padding, for a given line of a given 

macroblock providing the binary shape information is formatted as described. 

 

/******************************************************************************/ 
//     MPEG-4 Horizontal Repititive Padding 
//      C Pretty Feb 2002 
 
// This algorithm is untested, but the concept is valid for performing the HR padding 
// of a given Macroblock, one line at a time. The Binary alpha block must be setup 
// so that each binary value is stored in a single 16-bit word, but the first word 
// of each MB line contains 16-vlues, representing the rest of the row. 
//  
// On entry into the algorithm, the registers are allocated as: 
// 
// r0 -> Binary alpha block (BAP) of current macroblock 
// r4 -> Corresponding luminance/chrominance macroblock (MB)  
// r6 -> test bit field mask = 0xFFFF 
// r3 -> supplementary BAP MB 
  
/******************************************************************************/ 
 
rep (num_lines_per_MB) block  { 
  
 r2 == r0;        // set r2 to current shape value addr 
 
 testbf0(r2, r6) || testbf1(r2,r6);    // if all 0’s z1=1, if all 1’s z2=1 
 
 if eq1 goto _end;      // if all 0s, no padding for this line 
 if eq2 goto _almost_end;     // if all 1’s must pad supplimentary BAP 
          // with 1’s 
_line_search: 
 
// Since we have reached this point, some form of padding will be required 
 
 a2l = *r4;        // initialise a2l with current pixel value 
 testbit(*r2, 15);       // Due to configuration of BAP, with entire line 
          // represented in 1st 16-bits must test MSB this way 
 if eq1 call Pixel_LR();     // if 1st pixel shape == 0, fin closest shape ==1 
 *r4 = a2l;        // Store padded/unpadded value back 
 setbit(*r3,0);       // set 1st bit of supplementary shape block == 1 
  
 rep (15) block {       // 16 pixels/line - done 1st above 
  r2 == r2+1 || r3 == r3+1;    // incrementing along the line 
  rol(*r3) || r4 == r4+1;     // using rotate left to get 16 suppl shape values 
          // into one mem word 
  cmp(*r2, 1); 
  full(ce1 = eq1);      // set condition 
  nop; 
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  nop; 
  ifexe setbit(*r3, 0);   // if current pixel shape==1, leave *r4 and start next loop 
  ifexe continue; 
   
  cmp(*(r2+rn2),1);   // rn2= -1 so compares shape value from last pixel checked 
        // as we know that current shape == 0 
  ce1 = neq1; 
  ifexe a2l = *(r4+rn4);  // if last pixel shape == 0, use same pad value 
  if eq1 call Pixel_LR();  // if last pixel shape == 1, calculate new pad value 
  setbit(*r3, 0) || *r4 = a2l;  // after pad value calculated, update suppl BAP and pixel val 
 } 
 goto _end;     // don’t want to set suppl line to 1’s, so jump 
 
_almost_end: 
  
 *r1 = 0xFFFF;     // if all pixel values = 1 adjust suppl block 
_end: 
  
 r0 == r0 + MB_Index || r7 == r7 + MB_Index; // indexing for next line 
 r1 == r1 + Sup_Index; 
} 
/******************************************************************************/  
    
/******************************************************************************/ 
#pragma DEFSECT "__Pixel_LR", _code 
#pragma SECT "__Pixel_LR" 
 
// This function calculates the padding value and returns it in a2l 
 
code __Piexl_LR() 
{ 
 a0l = r4 ||a1l = r0+16;    // a0l = current pixel value address ||  
         // a1l = distance from current position to end of line 
 r7 == r2 ||a1l -= r2;     // r7 = current shape value addr  
  
 rep (a1l) block {     // increment towards end of line testing shape codes 
  cmp(*r7, 1);     // test shape code  
  ff1 = *r7++; 
  if eq1 break;     // if exit by break, ff1 = 1, else ff1 = 0 
 }           
 a5h = r7-1;      // value of r7 when shape ==1 
 a5h -= r2;       // a5h = difference between current pixel addr and 
         // first pixel to the right with s==1 
 a1l = r2 - r0;      // a1l = diff btweeen current pixel pos. and start of line 
 
 rep (a1l) block { 
  cmp(*r7, 1); 
  ff2 = *r7--;      // step back towards beginning of line-testing shape vals 
  if eq1 break;     // if exit by break, ff1 = 1, else ff1 = 0 
 } 
 a5l = r7+1; 
 a5l -= r2;       // a5l = distance from current pixel addr and 
         // first pixel to the left (it is negative) 
 
 a4l = a0l + a5l || a4h = a0l + a5h;  //a4 contains addresses of first pixels to the left and right 
         // with s == 1 
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 r5 = a4l || r7 = a4h;     // transfer addr to regs 
 cmp(ff1, 1) || cmp(ff2, 1); 
 ce1 = (eq1&eq2);     // if exit by break from both left and right - avg pixel vals 
 ce2 = eq2; 
 
 *r4 = *r5 + *r5;         // default pixel value = left value 
 ifexe(ce1) *r4 = *r5+*r7 || ifexe(ce2) *r4 = *r7+*r7;  // otherwise average of right value 
 a2l = *r4 << -1;         // div by 2 for avg or proper value 
 return; 
} 
/******************************************************************************/ 
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Only part of the deringing postfilter was coded, the threshold acquisition. The rest of the 

algorithm was analysed conceptually. 
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The following Carmel 10xx assembly code fragment finds the maximum and minimum 8-bit 

values from an 8x8 block, the main calculation required in the threshold acquisition. 

 

a0h = *r2<<a3l || a1h = *r7;   //Initialising a1 and a0 can put any large values in a1 as 
a0l =  *r2<<a3h || a1l = *r7;   // finding min. Shift values in a3hl -> shift a 24bit operation 
 
rep(N/2) block  {      
 a2h = *r2<<a3l;    //Obtaining values from data memory 
 a2l = *r2++<<a3h; 
 max(a0h,a2h) || min(a1h,a2h);   

max(a0l,a2l) || min(a1l,a2l); 
} 
 
a0l = a0l<<a3l;      //Shifting 8-bit values for comparison 
a1l = a1l<<a3l;      //against values in AnH 
 
max(a0h,a0l) || min(a1h,a1l);    //Final comparison 
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The following Carmel 20xx code fragment shows the threshold acquisition operation on the 

reconfigurable processor, utilising two video PPMs. 

 

rep(4)  block  { 
cliw ppcmp(r2++, r7++)   //PP max/min functions compare 2 pairs of 8-bit numbers 

         {                                                       // held in 2 16-bit numbers, returning results in a 16-word 
                plug1 ppmax(pa0h, *ma1) || ppmax(pa0l, *ma2)|| 
  plug2 ppmin(pa1h, *ma1)|| ppmin(pa1l, *ma2); 

} 
} 
cliw ppcmp2(r2, r7) //Using the  PP max/min functions to reduce the resulting  
 {                                      //4 8-bit max and min’s down to 2 of each before writing out 

plug1 *ma1 = ppmax(pa0h, pa0l)|| 
 plug2 *ma2 = ppmin(pa1h, pa1l); 
} 
a2h = extractz(*r2,a0);  //Extracting the 2 max’s to a2 for comparison 
a2l = extractz(*r2,a1); 
  
a3h = extractz(*r7,a0);  //Extracting the 2 min’s to a3 for comparison 
a3l = extractz(*r7,a1); 
 
max(a2h,a2l) || min(a3h,a3l); // Final comparison  

 

 

 

 

 

 


